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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation presents novel atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilevers and 
cantilever technology that improve the measurement rate and precision of AFM. AFM 
cantilevers with integrated heater-thermometers can generate and sense heat flows to measure 
and manipulate matter at the nanometer scale. These heated cantilevers have been used for local 
measurements of material properties, tip-based nanomanufacturing, high-density data storage, 
and thermal topography imaging. This work focuses on thermal topography imaging wherein the 
cantilever measures the surface topography by tracking changes in the cantilever heat flow. This 
work shows the experimental and numerical investigation of cantilever heat transfer to 
substrates. The investigations show that the cantilever measures the topography height regardless 
of the substrate material properties. The lateral heat flow from the cantilever varies with the 
topography dimensions and causes the thermal topography to differ from the actual substrate 
topography. Insights from these investigations reveal a technique that corrects the thermal 
topography by eliminating most of the lateral heat flow from the cantilever.  
Arrays of cantilevers can significantly improve the measurement area and speed of AFM 
but array technology has been mostly inaccessible due to the need for specialized hardware. This 
dissertation reports the scalable integration of an array of 5 heated cantilevers into a commercial 
AFM using simple hardware and software. Cantilever temperatures are controlled in closed-loop 
feedback with 2 ˚C accuracy and 0.1 ˚C precision using analog circuitry rated at 1 MHz 
bandwidth. Analog cantilever temperature control is autonomous, inexpensive, scalable, and fast 
compared to conventional software implementations.  The cantilever array performs parallel 
AFM imaging of a 550 µm × 90 µm area at 1.1 mm/sec with 0.6 nm vertical resolution and at 4.0 
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mm/sec with 44 nm wide pixels. The measurement rate was improved by more than 2 orders of 
magnitude compared to conventional AFM with a single cantilever. To demonstrate the ability to 
manufacture and repair nanostructures, the array performs multiple iterations of parallel 
nanolithography and topography imaging. 
Heated cantilevers are limited in their ability to precisely measure and control tip-sample 
forces due to parasitic resonances introduced by conventional piezoelectric actuators. This 
dissertation presents the development of two heated cantilevers designed for electromagnetic 
Lorentz force actuation. Electrical current passing through a U-shaped cantilever in the presence 
of a magnetic field induces a Lorentz force on the cantilever free end, resulting in cantilever 
actuation. These Lorentz-thermal cantilevers generate up to 7X larger Lorentz force and 2X 
larger oscillation amplitude compared to the state-of-art heated cantilevers. When used for 
thermal topography imaging, the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers can measure topography with 
vertical resolution of 0.2 nm. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
There is a large and growing need for rapid interrogation of surfaces at the nanometer-
scale in fields ranging from life sciences to semiconductor electronics. An atomic force 
microscope (AFM) measures the interaction between a microcantilever probe and a surface [1, 2] 
to measure the local mechanical [1, 3, 4], electrical [5-7], or thermal properties [8-11] of 
surfaces. Temperature is an intrinsic property of materials and cantilevers with the ability to 
generate or measure heat flows use temperature to measure or manipulate matter at the 
nanometer scale [8]. Heated cantilevers are widely used for nanomanufacturing [12-15], 
nanometer-scale thermometry [16-18], material property measurement [17, 19-21], high density 
data storage [9], and temperature dependent nanomechanical analysis [8, 22-24].  
While macroscale heating and thermometry techniques are well established, heated 
cantilever technology has only been developed over the past two decades [8]. Thus, there is a 
need and an opportunity to understand the working principles of heated cantilevers and develop 
novel cantilevers, cantilever technology that improve the capabilities of heated cantilevers [25-
29]. Further investigation of the heat transfer between a heated cantilever and a substrate is 
crucial for improving most thermal metrology and manufacturing applications of heated 
cantilevers [17, 30-32]. A scalable architecture that enables independent and simultaneous 
operation of multiple cantilevers can significantly improve the measurement rate of AFM [9, 33-
35]. Current AFM systems use piezoelectric actuators that introduce parasitic resonances in the 
process of oscillating cantilevers [24, 25, 36, 37]. Cantilevers specifically designed to exploit 
alternate actuation techniques to directly actuate the cantilever without introducing spurious 
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resonances can improve the precision of topography imaging and temperature dependent 
nanomechanical analysis of samples using heated cantilevers [23, 24].   
 
1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 
A scanning probe microscope (SPM) is a tool that measures the interaction of a sharp tip 
with a surface when the tip is in close proximity or in contact with the surface. Piezoelectric 
actuators control the relative position of the tip and the sample with sub-nanometer resolution. 
An image of the tip-sample interaction is recorded as the tip raster scans the surface. The 
interaction between the tip and the sample could also be used to manipulate the material on the 
surface. Depending on the instrumentation, the SPM can measure or manipulate the electrical [5-
7], physical [1, 3, 4], chemical[38-40], or thermal [8-11] properties of the surface.  
The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was the first implementation of a SPM and it 
operates on the principle of quantum tunneling of electrons [41]. An STM operates a sharp tip a 
few angstroms above a conductive substrate in a vacuum environment (10-9 torr). A large voltage 
is applied between tip and substrate and tunneling current is measured using control electronics. 
As the tip scans the surface, control electronics move the tip vertically using a piezotube to 
maintain constant tunneling current. The vertical displacement of the tip provides the surface 
topography with atomic resolution.  
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is another popular implementation of SPM and it 
operates by measuring short range tip-surface forces [1, 2]. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of an 
AFM. An AFM consists of a cantilever beam having a nanometer sharp tip at the free end. As the 
tip scans over a surface, changes in the tip- surface interaction forces cause the cantilever to 
bend. The deflection in the cantilever beam is optically measured using a laser that reflects off 
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the end of the cantilever onto a four quadrant photodiode. Control electronics move the 
cantilever vertically using a piezoelectric actuator to maintain constant cantilever deflection and 
this vertical motion of the cantilever provides the surface topography. This mode of imaging is 
called contact mode AFM.  
 
 
Figure 1.1  Schematic of an atomic force microscope [42]. 
 
Tapping mode, also known as intermittent contact mode AFM, is another popular 
scanning technique in which a piezoelectric element oscillates the cantilever base naer the 
cantilever resonance frequency [43]. The tip is alternately placed in contact with the surface and 
lifted off the surface 50,000-500,000 times a second. The tip-surface interactions modulate the 
cantilever amplitude and the control electronics displace the cantilever vertically to maintain 
constant amplitude. This technique overcomes the problems associated with friction, adhesion, 
and tip/sample damage that adversely affect contact mode AFM since the cantilever is not 
dragged along the surface,. Compared to contact mode AFM, tapping mode AFM has better 
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vertical resolution and it provides additional information about the tip-surface interaction via the 
cantilever amplitude and phase. However, tapping mode requires additional electronics to 
oscillate the cantilever and measure the cantilever amplitude and phase.  
Table 1.1 lists the typical characteristics of AFM. Most AFM cantilevers are 
microfabricated using compliant materials such as silicon or silicon nitride. Additional 
functionality is added to the cantilevers by coating the tip with metals [40, 44] or polymers [45]. 
Sensors and actuators can be integrated into the cantilever to enable additional functionality such 
as nanometer scale thermometry [16, 19], thermomechanical data storage [9], or large-area 
microscopy [34]. Advancements in AFM technology have enabled the analysis of soil particles 
on other planets or satellites [46, 47], wafer-scale metrology for quality control in the 
semiconductor industry [48], in-situ nanomechanical inspection of knee cartilages [49], and 
miniaturization of an AFM into a self-contained CMOS chip [50]. 
 
Table 1.1: Typical characteristics of AFM cantilevers and AFM scans 
Scan size 100 nm x 100 nm to 
100 um x 100 um 
Contact mode AFM 
cantilever stiffness 
0.01 – 0.1 N/m  
Scan duration Few minutes to few 
hours 
Contact mode AFM 
cantilever frequency 
10 – 50 kHz 
Tip scan speed 0.1 – 25 um/sec Tapping mode AFM 
cantilever stiffness 
1-100 N/m 
Tip-sample force 0.01 – 50 nN Tapping mode AFM 
cantilever frequency 
50 – 2000 kHz 
Vertical 
resolution 
< 0.1 nm Tip radius 2 – 20 nm 
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One key limitation of AFM is the low throughput, which results from the small 
measurement area and slow scan rates. One technique to improve AFM throughput is to increase 
the scan speed of a single cantilever [51]. This strategy requires most components of the AFM 
system to be modified. For example, the cantilever size is reduced significantly to decrease the 
cantilever response time [25, 52-54] and advanced control systems may be used to control the 
AFM [55-58]. Some groups have even used a tuning fork as the sample-stage to improve the 
scan rate [59]. Improving the scan speed by a few orders of magnitude over standard AFMs 
typically comes at a cost. Typically, most components of the AFM need to be modified or 
replaced [58], the scan size is typically reduced to a few hundred nanometers to a few microns, 
and the topography features may appear skewed due to open-loop operation of the scan-stage 
[59].  
The second technique improves the AFM throughput by using multiple cantilevers in 
parallel. While the optical-lever system found in typical AFMs is highly sensitive and 
convenient, it is not suited for multi-cantilever operation. Some groups have demonstrated 
sequential [60, 61] or parallel [62] readout of cantilever deflections using modified optical-lever 
setups but the technology cannot be feasibly scaled to large arrays of cantilevers. Interferometric 
readout techniques can sense the deflections of multiple cantilevers with high sensitivity in air or 
in liquids [63-65]. However, these setups require complex optics, electronics, signal processing 
routines, specific cantilever and array geometries. Furthermore, the optics cannot be scaled to 
large arrays of cantilevers [66]. Alternatively, the topography sensor can be integrated into each 
cantilever in the array [67]. The surface topography can be measured using topography sensors 
integrated into cantilevers such as piezoresistive [68], piezoelectric [69], MOS transistor [70], 
capacitive [71], tunneling current [41], and heater-thermometer sensors [8, 9]. Despite their high 
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cantilever deflection sensitivities, cantilevers with tunneling current and capacitive sensors are 
limited to conductive samples or vacuum environments, while cantilevers with piezoelectric 
sensors are challenging to batch fabricate with high yield. Cantilevers with integrated 
piezoresistors or heater-thermometers are popular due to the simplicity in the cantilever 
fabrication and operation. Heated cantilevers also have higher topography sensitivity compared 
to similar piezoresistive sensing cantilevers [72]. 
 
1.2 Heated Microcantilevers 
Integrated heat sensing or heat generation capabilities can significantly improve the 
functionality of AFM cantilevers. The first thermal probes used metal heating and thermocouple 
elements and were realized as Wollaston wire probes [73, 74] and microfabricated cantilevers 
with a metal thermocouple at the tip [75-80]. These probes are widely used for Scanning 
Thermal Microscopy (SThM) which includes nanometer scale thermometry and material 
property measurement [17]. Subsequently, silicon cantilevers with integrated solid-state heater-
thermometers [8, 81] were developed for a tip-based high-density data storage device. Compared 
to metal heated cantilevers, silicon heated cantilevers are more resistant to wear and fatigue, 
allow higher operating temperatures, have atomically sharp tips, and can be completely batch 
fabricated. Besides data storage, heated cantilevers have been used for material property 
measurement, nanomanufacturing, and quantitative topography measurement [8]. Several 
cantilevers geometries have been developed to suit the specific needs of each application. 
Figure 1.2 shows the heated microcantilever used in the majority of this thesis. The 
design, fabrication and operation of these cantilevers have been described previously [82] and 
are only summarized here. The cantilever is U-shaped and made of doped single crystal silicon. 
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The cantilever legs are 20 µm wide, 135 µm long and 1 µm thick. The cantilever legs are 
connected to the free-end via constricted sections of the legs that are 4 µm wide and 15 µm long. 
The cantilever free-end has a 1 µm tall sharp tip with 10 nm apex radius. The cantilever has a 
stiffness of ~ 0.25 N/m and resonant frequency of ~ 60 kHz. The cantilever free-end is lightly 
doped (3 × 1017 atoms/cm-3) with phosphorus to form a triangular resistive heater of size 14 µm 
× 20 µm while the cantilever legs are heavily doped (1 × 1020 atoms/cm-3) with phosphorus to 
form current pathways. At room temperature, the cantilever has electrical resistance of ~ 1.25 kΩ 
and most of the resistance arises from the heater region. When current is passed through the 
cantilever, about 95% of the power is dissipated at the heater region resulting in a local 
temperature rise at the cantilever free end. The electrical resistivity of the cantilever heater 
depends upon temperature and is used for temperature calibration.  The cantilever temperature is 
calibrated using Raman spectroscopy [82-84].  
 
Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic and (b) Scanning Electron Microscope micrograph of the heated 
microcantilever.   The cantilever has an integrated resistive heater near the cantilever tip (inset). 
 
Figure 1.3 shows the heat flow paths within and from a heated cantilever. Most of the 
heat generated in the cantilever flows through the cantilever legs and eventually flows into the 
substrate through the air gap via thermal conduction. Less than 1 % of the generated heat flows 
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into the substrate via conduction through the tip due to the large thermal resistances of the tip-
substrate contact (107-108 K/W) and the substrate (108 K/W) [18, 32]. Convective heat transfer 
from the cantilever is negligible due to the small cantilever surface area and stable bulk air 
motion. Heat flow via radiation accounts for less than 1 % of the total cantilever heat flow for 
cantilever temperatures less than 700 K due to the small cantilever surface area [30].  The heated 
cantilever has two thermal time constants [30, 82]. The first thermal time constant is the time 
required for the entire cantilever to heat or cool, and is about 100-300 µs. The second thermal 
time constant is the time it takes for the heater temperature to change in response to the heating 
current or the cantilever thermal conductance. The heater time constant is about 1-5 µs [8, 30].  
 
Figure 1.3 Heat transfer mechanisms from a heated cantilever [8].  Most of the heat generated in 
the cantilever flows through the cantilever and across the air-gap into the substrate via thermal 
conduction.  
1.3 Thermal Topography Imaging 
One key application of heated cantilevers is the quantitative measurement of surface 
topography by tracking the cantilever heat flow. Figure 1.4 shows the concept of thermal 
topography imaging [85]. Most of the heat generated in the cantilever flows into the substrate 
through the air. Since the thermal conductivity of air is typically a few orders of magnitude lower 
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than that of the substrate, the cantilever heat flow varies inversely with the thickness of the air-
gap. As the tip follows a topography feature that moves the cantilever away from the substrate, 
the cantilever thermal conductance decreases which increases the cantilever temperature. The 
opposite occurs when the cantilever moves closer to the substrate. Since the cantilever electrical 
resistance is a strong function of the cantilever temperature, variations in the cantilever 
temperature result in changes in the cantilever electrical resistance. Thus, the substrate 
topography can be measured by tracking the cantilever resistance or cantilever voltage 
(henceforth referred to as the thermal topography signal). 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Principle of thermal topography measurement. The topography is measured by 
monitoring the cantilever temperature, which varies with the distance between the cantilever and 
the substrate. 
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Since the inception of thermal topography imaging [75], significant advancements have 
been made in the design, operation, and performance of heated cantilevers thermal topography 
imaging [8]. The cantilever can be operated in contact mode [27, 85-89] or tapping mode AFM 
[25, 89-93] for thermal topography imaging. The cantilever can be operated with the tip force 
held constant using closed-loop feedback [85] or with the tip height held constant in open-loop 
feedback modes [94]. In both feedback modes, the cantilever can measure the topography since 
the heater-substrate distance and cantilever heat flow change as the cantilever tip tracks the 
topography. Thus, multiple heated cantilevers can measure the topography in parallel without the 
need for the laser-photodetector system in typical AFMs [94]. The cantilever can measure the 
thermal topography in-contact or out-of-contact with the substrate [87]. Thermal topography 
imaging can be performed with the cantilever in air [85] or with the cantilever immersed in a 
liquid [25]. The cantilever is typically heated by a constant circuit bias [85]; however, closed-
loop feedback control schemes can be used to improve the sensitivity, and bandwidth of thermal 
topography imaging [86, 95].  
Several key metrics are used to quantify the performance and quality of thermal 
topography imaging. Thermal topography sensitivity is the change in the cantilever voltage per 
unit change in the topography height. The sensitivity is governed by the cantilever design [96, 
97] and can be enhanced using cantilever control schemes [86, 95]. Vertical resolution is the 
smallest topography height that can be resolved in the thermal topography signal. The thermal 
topography of the substrate is a convolution of the substrate and heater geometries [87]. The 
resolution is fundamentally limited by the cantilever electronic noise floor [97-99] and is 
practically limited by the noise in the measurement system. The lateral resolution of the thermal 
topography image is fundamentally limited by the tip radius (5-10 nm). The imaging speed is 
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fundamentally limited by the thermal time constant of the heater (~ 1 µsec) [82]. Few 
publications have reported scan speeds of 1-10 mm/sec which is a few orders of magnitude faster 
than typical AFM scan speeds [25, 87, 91, 92]. Often, the limitations in the data acquisition rate 
and the measurement noise result in a tradeoff between the imaging speed, lateral resolution, and 
vertical resolution [25]. Other metrics in thermal topography imaging include power 
consumption [26, 100], imaging bandwidth [67, 91], tip wear/fouling and sample damage [29, 
89, 92].  
 
1.4 Magnetic Cantilever Actuation 
The AFM works on the principle of measuring or modulating the tip-sample force. Thus, 
it is critical that the cantilever actuator exclusively actuate the cantilever resonance without 
introducing spurious resonances. The piezoelectric oscillator found in most AFMs is robust and 
easy to use for a broad array of experimental conditions. However, this actuation scheme has 
several shortcomings that make it unsuitable for force spectroscopy and tapping mode imaging. 
The actuator is typically located within a cantilever holder or within the AFM and consequently 
it introduces a “forest of peaks” into the cantilever response which includes resonances of the 
AFM, cantilever holder, and the cantilever chip. The forest of peaks dominates over the 
cantilever resonances when the cantilever is operated in liquid media, which makes it 
challenging to tune and control the cantilever response. Furthermore, when the cantilever is 
operated in contact with the surface, the measured motion of the cantilever end contains 
information about the cantilever bending in addition to the tip-sample interaction [36, 37].  
Several researchers have proposed alternate strategies to actuate cantilevers. Cantilevers 
have been actuated using piezoelectric [35, 101, 102] or thermomechanical [103-106] elements 
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integrated into the cantilever; however, the actuation force is applied close to the base of the 
cantilever instead of the cantilever tip. Alternatively, “direct” actuation methods [107] such as 
magnetic [24, 108-111], photothermal [112-114], and electrostatic [115-117] actuation apply the 
actuation force close to or at the cantilever tip. Direct actuation techniques do not introduce any 
spurious resonances resulting and the cantilever response closely resembles that of a simple 
harmonic actuator. 
Magnetic cantilever actuation has been accomplished via two main strategies. In the first 
strategy, the cantilever is coated with a magnetic film and a wire solenoid applies an alternating 
magnetic field to actuate the cantilever [36, 109, 118]. This technique poses challenges 
associated with the increase in the tip radius due to the coating, localized coating and adhesion of 
the film. Alternatively, a magnetic particle can be attached to the cantilever free-end instead of 
the magnetic film [108, 119]. However, it is challenging to attach the particle to the cantilever 
and the cantilever resonance frequency is considerably reduced upon attaching the magnetic 
particle. One major drawback of both techniques is the small magnitude of the magnetic force (5 
– 50 nN) applied at the cantilever free-end. Figure 1.5 shows the second strategy wherein an 
alternating current passing through a “U” or “V” shaped cantilever in the presence of a 
perpendicular magnetic field, typically produced by a permanent magnet, generates a Lorentz 
force that oscillates the cantilever [110, 120, 121]. This strategy uses simple experimental setups 
and cantilever fabrication techniques and is capable of large actuation forces (see Chapter 5). 
The precise nature of cantilever actuation via magnetic forces has been widely used for localized 
nanomechanical measurements [23, 24, 107, 108], as well as amplitude modulated and frequency 
modulated tapping mode imaging [24, 25, 109, 111, 122].  
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Figure 1.5: Principle of magnetic cantilever actuation via Lorentz force [24]. Alternating current 
passing through a cantilever in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field generates a 
Lorentz force at the cantilever free-end which oscillates the cantilever.  
 
Magnetic actuation via Lorentz force is best suited for actuating heated cantilevers among 
the aforementioned actuation schemes. The existing temperature distribution in the heated 
cantilevers Photothermal and thermomechanical actuation schemes Piezoelectric, electrostatic, 
thermomechanical schemes require the integration of actuator elements which would complicate 
the cantilever design, fabrication, and operation. Similarly, photothermal actuation requires 
complex optics, is not compatible with two-legged cantilever geometries and monolithic 
cantilevers. Furthermore, the temperature profile in heated cantilevers due to self-heating would 
adversely affect photothermal and thermomechanical actuation. Lorentz force actuation is 
compatible with existing heated cantilever designs due to the current loop. The high operation 
temperatures of heated cantilevers do not affect the cantilever actuation. Finally, Lorentz force 
actuation requires minimal additional hardware (permanent magnet) to actuate the cantilever. 
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1.5 Dissertation Overview 
The further development of heated cantilever technology will improve the performance 
of, and enable new nanometrology applications. This dissertation studies the heat transfer 
fundamentals and develops technology to improve the throughput and functionality of thermal 
topography imaging. Chapter 2 describes the numerical and experimental investigation of the 
heat transfer between a heated cantilever and a substrate having nanotopography features. 
Insights from these investigations are applied to improve the accuracy of thermal topography 
imaging. Chapter 3 presents the closed loop control of cantilever temperature implemented using 
high speed electronics and the application to high speed thermal topography imaging. Chapter 4 
describes parallel thermal topography imaging and parallel nanolithography using an array of 
five heated cantilevers. Chapter 5 reports on the design and characterization of two cantilevers 
capable of self-heating and Lorentz force actuation and their application thermal topography 
imaging in tapping mode AFM. Finally, Chapter 6 describes the conclusion and future work 
made possible by this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2: HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS IN THERMAL 
TOPOGRAPHY IMAGING 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a widely used tool for nanometer-scale surface 
metrology [1] and the surface topography is typically measured using an optical-lever [2]. 
Originally developed for data storage [3], AFM cantilevers with integrated heaters [4] have been 
proposed for a number of applications including nanometer-scale temperature measurements [5-
9], thermal topography imaging [9-12], material property measurements [13, 14], and 
nanolithography [15]. Heated AFM cantilevers can also be scaled to arrays, where cantilevers 
can operate in parallel to significantly increase the measurement area and speed compared to 
single cantilevers [3].  While the fundamental mechanisms of heat transfer from a cantilever to a 
substrate has been studied [5, 8, 16-18], this work has generally focused on heat transfer to flat 
substrates of uniform thermal conductivity. Furthermore, insights from heat transfer studies 
using other thermal probes cannot be directly applied to silicon heated cantilevers due to 
differences in the device structure, and operation [4, 6, 8, 9]. There is a need for a more general 
approach that considers heat transfer from a cantilever to a surface with varying topography and 
nonuniform thermal conductivity. 
Heated AFM cantilevers can measure surface topography by measuring heat flow 
between the cantilever and the substrate [11, 19-21]. Published research on thermal topography 
imaging has investigated the mechanisms of thermal topography imaging [11, 19, 22] as well as 
how the cantilever should be designed [10], and operated [4]. In most thermal topography 
imaging research, a heated cantilever scanned monolithic silicon substrates with densely packed 
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binary gratings [4, 11, 22]. Numerical studies on thermal topography imaging typically used 
simplified one-dimensional models of heat transfer that treated the cantilever as a fin in close 
proximity to a flat substrate [4, 10, 17]. However, cantilever heat flow to the substrate depends 
upon the cantilever geometry, the orientation and position of the cantilever with respect to the 
substrate topography. A thorough understanding of heat transfer mechansisms in thermal 
topography imaging can guide the design of future heated cantilevers and enable new thermal 
metrology applications.  
This chapter reports an investigation of heat transfer between a heated AFM cantilever 
and a substrate having nanostructures of varying size and thermal conductivity. A 3D finite 
element model predicts the heat transfer between the cantilever and the substrate. The effects of 
cantilever and substrate temperatures, substrate material properties, and topography geometry on 
thermal topography imaging are investigated. Using insights from these investigations, a 
technique is developed that significantly improves the accuracy of thermal topography imaging. 
 
2.2 Experiment and Simulation 
Several substrates with various topographies were fabricated to study the cantilever heat 
transfer to the substrate. The first set of substrates consisted of 1 mm × 1 mm squares having 
repeating rectangular gratings. Grating widths varied from 5 µm to 60 µm while the pitch was 
twice the width of the gratings. The second set of substrates had only 1, 2, or 3 rectangular 
topography features of width 10 µm. Both substrate sets were fabricated on a 500 µm thick 
single-side polished silicon wafer. The gratings were either monolithic silicon, copper, 
chromium, titanium, or silicon dioxide. The silicon gratings had a height in the range 100 - 350 
nm, while the metal and silicon dioxide gratings had a height in the range 60 – 110 nm. The third 
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set of substrates consisted of three layers of platinum deposited on a silicon substrate. The first 
two layers were 34 nm tall concentric cylinders of 50 µm and 25 µm diameter. The final layer 
was a 30 nm tall “I” shape with 2 µm linewidth centered over the smaller cylinder. 
The cantilever heat transfer was studied by scanning the heated cantilever over substrates. 
The cantilever was mounted in a commercial AFM, Asylum Research MFP-3D SA. The 
cantilever scanned the substrates in contact mode at 20 – 50 µm/s, which is slow enough for the 
cantilever to reach steady temperature at each pixel in the scan [4]. The tip force was held 
constant via laser-deflection based closed loop feedback at about 65 nN. The angle between the 
cantilever and the substrate was held constant to avoid changes in the cantilever heat flow or the 
thermal topography. Figure 2.1(a) cantilever heating circuit, which consisted of the cantilever in 
series with a 1 kΩ current-limiting sense resistor. For all of the experiments, the cantilever was 
heated by applying a constant voltage to the heating circuit. The AFM controller recorded the 
cantilever voltage as the thermal topography signal while the tip scanned the substrate [11].  
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the electrical setup. The AFM controller applies constant voltage to 
the cantilever heating circuit and measures the voltage across the sense resistor (RS). (b) 
Illustration of the 3D finite-element model that simulates cantilever heat flow to a substrate 
containing binary gratings.  
 
 Figure 2.1(b) shows the finite element model used to simulate the cantilever heat flow, 
which was developed using commercial software, COMSOL. The model used the complete 3D 
geometry of the cantilever. The cantilever was suspended in a large block of air above a 10 µm 
thick silicon substrate. Gratings were modeled as thin strips on the substrate. The cantilever was 
tilted by 11 degrees from the substrate to mimic AFM operation. The simulation did not include 
the tip, since less than 1% of the heat flows from the tip [4, 17] . The model also did not consider 
near-field thermal radiation, which is also negligible in air near room temperature [5, 6, 8, 17, 
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23]. The model calculated electrical and thermal conductivities of doped silicon based on the 
doping concentration and temperature via linear interpolation on data from published literature 
[23-25]. The model used built-in functions in COMSOL for calculating the temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity of air. The model considered continuum heat transfer [4]. The 
model applied a constant voltage across the heating circuit which consisted of the cantilever in 
series with a 1 kΩ sense resistor. The base of each cantilever leg (TChip) and the walls of the air 
block (TEnv) were held at room temperature. The cantilever voltage was recorded from the steady 
state solution to model at each position. The air and substrate regions were always big enough 
such that the boundaries did not influence the cantilever temperature field. In both the 
experimental and simulation results, the cantilever sensitivity was measured as the change in 
cantilever voltage per nanometer change in the topography height.  
 
2.3 Investigation of Cantilever Sensitivity 
Heat transfer between the cantilever and substrate is governed by the difference between 
the cantilever temperature Theater and the substrate temperature Tsubstrate.  The experiments started 
with an investigation of how these temperatures affect cantilever sensitivity.  The heated 
cantilever scanned over a 100 nm tall and 5 µm wide silicon grating. In the first experiment, the 
cantilever temperature was varied from 71 °C to 486 °C while holding the substrate at room 
temperature. In the second experiment, the cantilever heater was held at around 300 °C while the 
substrate temperature was increased from 25 °C to 200 °C using a sample heater stage. Figure 
2.2 shows the measured cantilever sensitivity as a function of the heater temperature. As 
expected, the cantilever sensitivity is proportional to the difference in temperatures of the heater 
and the substrate.  
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Figure 2.2: (a) Cantilever sensitivity as a function of the cantilever heater temperature while the 
substrate is held at room temperature. (b) Cantilever sensitivity as a function of the substrate 
temperature while the heater is held at 300 °C.  
 
In order to investigate how cantilever sensitivity varies with topography height, silicon 
gratings of heights ranging from 80 nm to 310 nm were measured while the heater temperature 
was held at around 300 °C. In this case, the grating width was 5 µm. Figure 2.3(a) shows that the 
cantilever sensitivity was constant for all grating heights. For these samples, the substrate height 
can be determined simply by dividing the measured thermal signal by the sensitivity.   
To study the effect of substrate thermal conductivity on thermal topography imaging 
performance, the cantilever scanned gratings having different thermal conductivities. The 
cantilever scanned over 60 – 110 nm tall and 5 µm wide gratings made of copper, titanium, 
chromium, silicon, and silicon dioxide while the heater temperature was held at around 300 °C. 
Figure 2.3(b) shows the how the cantilever sensitivity depends upon the thermal conductivity of 
the grating. The sensitivity is nearly constant for a wide range of grating thermal conductivity, 
from 1.38 W/mK (silicon oxide) to 400 W/mK (copper). The sensitivity is constant because the 
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thermal resistance through the air-gap dominates over the thermal resistance through the 
substrate [17]. The simulation also shows that the sensitivity declines slightly as the thermal 
conductivity of the grating decreases below 1 W/mK. In such cases, the thermal resistances 
offered by the grating and the air become comparable, resulting in a non-trivial temperature 
gradient within the grating. The reduced temperature difference between the cantilever and the 
grating resulted in lower cantilever heat flow and sensitivity compared to gratings with thermal 
conductivities larger than 1 W/mK. Thus, thermal topography imaging only provides a height 
measurement of the substrate so long as the substrate thermal conductivity is greater than 1 
W/mK.   
 
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Cantilever sensitivity as a function of grating height shows that the sensitivity 
remains the same regardless of the grating height. (b) Cantilever sensitivity as a function of the 
thermal conductivity of the grating shows that the sensitivity is constant for all grating thermal 
conductivities larger than 1 W/mK. 
 
In order to study the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever, the cantilever measured 100 
nm tall silicon gratings of width 5, 15, and 40 µm. The cantilever scanned the substrate with the 
cantilever legs oriented parallel and perpendicular to the gratings [17], while the heater was held 
at around 300 °C. Figure 2.4 shows the thermal topography profiles for different grating widths 
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and scan orientations. The thermal topography profile bows inward and outwards from the actual 
rectangular profile of the grating. Furthermore, the difference between the thermal signal and the 
expected rectangular shape increases with the grating width. When the cantilever legs are parallel 
to the grating, the heat flow from either sides of the cantilever is identical along the scan line. 
However, when the cantilever legs are perpendicular to the grating, the heat flows from the two 
sides of the cantilever - the cantilever free-end and the base of the cantilever legs, are different. 
The difference in cantilever heat flow arises from the complex cantilever geometry and the 
asymmetric temperature distribution along the length of the cantilever. The decay length of the 
thermal topography signal for the parallel scan orientation is around 21.5 µm, which is close to 
the width of the cantilever heater (20 µm). The thermal topography starts to differ from the 
expected rectangular topography when the topography width is larger than 2.5 µm or 0.125 × the 
width of the cantilever heater.  
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Figure 2.4: Thermal topography profiles for different grating widths with the cantilever legs 
oriented parallel or perpendicular to the gratings. The measured topography profile does not 
perfectly match the rectangular profile of the grating, and the quality of the match decreases with 
grating width.  
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To further the understanding of how the lateral size of topography features affects the 
thermal topography profile, the cantilever scanned silicon gratings with lengths ranging from 1 
µm to 20 µm in constant force mode. All gratings were 100 nm tall and 10 µm wide. Figure 2.5 
shows the thermal topography profiles from simulations for different grating lengths. The 
thermal topography profiles are almost rectangular when the grating lengths are small and the 
topography profiles show large thermal artifacts for longer gratings. When the length of the 
grating is much smaller than that of the cantilever heater, the lateral heat flow from the cantilever 
is almost constant regardless of the lateral position of the cantilever relative to the grating. Thus, 
the topography profile is almost rectangular. In contrast, the variation in the lateral heat flow 
from the cantilever increases with the grating length up to a grating length of 10 µm. Therefore, 
the error in the thermal topography relative to the laser-deflection height increases with grating 
length up to 10 µm long gratings. 
 
Figure 2.5: Thermal topography profile for different grating lengths.  The thermal topography 
profile is comparable for grating lengths beyond 10 µm. 
In typical AFM operation, the substrate will have many features of varying size and shape. 
The cantilever scanned silicon gratings having only one, two, or three rectangular topography 
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features. The topography features were 10 µm wide, 100 nm tall, and made of silicon. The 
cantilever legs were parallel to the topography features while the heater temperature was around 
300 °C. Figure 2.6 shows the thermal topography profiles when the cantilever scanned over one, 
two, and three rectangular topography features. The thermal topography profiles from the 
experiments and simulations differ from the expected rectangular topography.  The topography 
profile between adjacent topography features is identical for all cases. Furthermore, the 
topography profiles from the extremities of the outermost topography features to the end of the 
scan range are identical in all cases.  
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Figure 2.6: Thermal topography profiles for different numbers of grating strips. The quality of 
the topography measurement is not a strong function of number of features.    
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2.4 Application to Improved Topography Imaging 
Scanning the grating in two different modes revealed the source and the remedy for the 
artifacts in the thermal topography profiles. The cantilever scanned over a 100 nm tall and 10 µm 
wide silicon grating in constant height and constant force modes. In the constant force mode, the 
tip scanned in contact with the substrate  [11]. In the constant height mode, the tip scanned at a 
constant height above the substrate [19]. The cantilever was heated to around 300 °C and the 
cantilever legs were parallel to the grating. Figure 2.7 shows the cantilever thermal conductance, 
heater temperature, and cantilever voltage from the constant height, constant force, difference of 
the constant height and constant force signals. The constant height and constant force signals 
show changes in the cantilever heat flow due to variations in the mean distance between the 
entire cantilever and the substrate. However, the constant force signal also shows changes in the 
cantilever heat flow due to the vertical motion of the cantilever as the tip tracks the substrate 
topography. Since the height difference between the constant height and constant force scan 
trajectories is small compared to the tip height, the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever is 
almost identical. Thus, the difference between thermal topographies of constant force and 
constant height signals results in the actual topography of the rectangular grating.  
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Figure 2.7: Cantilever thermal conductance, heater temperature, and thermal topography signal 
for two scanning configurations. In constant force mode, the cantilever tip tracks the topography.  
In constant height mode, the tip scans above the substrate. The difference in the topography 
profiles of the constant force and constant height modes can be used to determine the actual 
substrate topography.  
 
The topography correction technique was applied to different topography geometries and 
scan orientations. The cantilever scanned 100 nm tall silicon gratings of width 10, 20, and 40 µm 
in constant height and constant force modes. The cantilever scanned parallel and perpendicular to 
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the length of the gratings while being heated to around 300 °C. Figure 2.8 shows the constant 
force, constant height, and corrected topography profiles for different grating widths and scan 
orientations.  The difference of the constant force and constant height thermal topography 
profiles always resulted in the rectangular topography of the gratings. Furthermore, the measured 
heights of the gratings in the corrected thermal topography signal are the same for all grating 
widths. The cantilever sensitivity measured from the corrected thermal topography signal and 
constant force signal (narrow gratings) match closely. 
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Figure 2.8: Topography correction technique applied to different grating widths and scan 
orientations. The difference between the thermal signals in constant height mode and constant 
force mode is the actual topography.  
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The error in the thermal topography profile with respect to the laser-deflection based 
height profile was quantified for different topography widths and scan modes. The thermal 
topography signal was divided by the cantilever sensitivity to obtain a height signal. The 
absolute difference between the height and thermal signals at each scan position was averaged to 
calculate the mean height-error. The thermal topography error is the mean height-error 
normalized by the height of the topography feature. Figure 2.9 shows the thermal topography 
error in the constant force signal and corrected topography signal for different grating widths. 
The thermal topography error in the constant force signal increased with the grating width, and 
the error for 50 µm wide gratings was as high as 28%. The corrected thermal topography 
consistently had an error less than 2% for all scan orientations and grating widths.  
 
 
Figure 2.9: Thermal topography error as functions of grating width and scan orientation for the 
constant force signal and corrected topography signal. The corrected topographies of the gratings 
have less than 2% error compared to the laser-based heights. 
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The effectiveness of the topography correction technique for different topography heights 
was investigated. The cantilever scanned 20 µm wide, rectangular silicon gratings of heights 100 
nm, 300 nm, and 500 nm in constant height and constant force modes. The thermal topography 
was corrected for each topography height. Figure 2.10 shows the thermal topographies from the 
constant height, constant force, and corrected topography signals for different topography 
heights. The size of the thermal artifacts in the constant force scans increase with the topography 
height. The corrected thermal topography for the top of the grating is identical and flat for all 
topography heights, but the error in the topography for the bottom of the grating increases with 
the topography height.  
At the top of the gratings, the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever is identical in both scan 
modes since the constant height and constant force modes share the same scan trajectory for all 
grating heights. At the bottom of the gratings, the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever is 
dissimilar for the two scan modes owing to the vertical displacement of the cantilever. The 
difference in the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever in the constant height and constant force 
modes increases with the topography height. Thus, the error in the corrected topography 
increases with the grating height. 
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Figure 2.10: Thermal topography profiles as a function of topography height. Constant height 
(CH), constant force (CF), and corrected thermal topographies (Cr) for (a) 100 nm tall and (b) 
500 nm tall gratings. (c) Constant force and (d) corrected thermal topography profiles for 100, 
300, 500 nm tall gratings.  
 
The impact of the tip-substrate distance on the constant height and the corrected thermal 
topographies was investigated. The cantilever scanned a 20 µm wide and 100 nm tall rectangular 
silicon grating in constant force mode and at different tip-substrate heights in constant height 
mode. The tip scanned 100 nm, 300 nm, 500 nm above the bulk substrate in constant height 
mode. The thermal topography was corrected using the constant force scan and each of the 
constant height scans. Figure 2.11 shows the corrected thermal topography profiles for each of 
the constant height scans. The corrected topographies are comparable when the tip scanned 100-
300 nm above the substrate in constant height mode.  The error in the corrected topography 
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increased with the tip-substrate distance used in the constant height mode. This is because the 
difference in the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever in the constant height and constant force 
mode increases with the vertical displacement of the scan trajectories in the two scan modes.   
 
Figure 2.11: Corrected thermal topography profiles derived using constant height scans where 
the tip scanned 100 nm, 300 nm, and 500 nm above the bulk substrate. 
 
To demonstrate the versatility of the topography correction technique, the cantilever 
measured the platinum substrate with multiple feature heights and widths. The cantilever 
scanned the substrate in both parallel and perpendicular scan orientations while the cantilever 
temperature was 300 °C. The cantilever scanned the substrate at a constant height of 100 nm 
over the bulk substrate. Figure 2.12(a) shows AFM images of the substrate topography obtained 
from the laser-deflection based height signal, constant force signal, constant height signal, and 
the corrected thermal topography signal. Figure 2.14(b) shows the section data for all four 
signals and both scan orientations at the center of the “I” structure. The corrected thermal 
topography profile matches the laser-deflection based height with less than 3% error for both 
scan orientations. 
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Figure 2.12: Thermal topography measurement demonstrated on a substrate having 
nanostructures of multiple heights and widths. (a) AFM scans and (b) section views of the 
substrate for both parallel and perpendicular scan orientations. Data from the laser-based height, 
constant force, constant height, and corrected thermal topography are shown. The corrected 
thermal topography matches the laser-based height with less than 3 % error. 
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2.5 Discussion  
There are a few reasons for differences between the experimental and modeling results. 
First, there are uncertainties in the estimated tip height, average doping concentrations within the 
legs and the heater, and the cantilever thickness that are used in the model. Second, an error in 
the tilt of the cantilever (axis along the cantilever length) introduced some asymmetry in the 
cantilever heat flow in the experiments. The thermal topography signals for the parallel scan 
orientation in figures 5-6 show the asymmetry in the cantilever heat flow. Third, during constant 
height scans in the experiments the cantilever bended towards the substrate due to the low 
cantilever stiffness and the attractive forces between the cantilever and the substrate. Thus, the 
actual height of the cantilever varied over the scan distance and was larger than the topography 
height to prevent the tip from snapping into the substrate. 
There are a few sources for uncertainties in the topography correction technique and the 
calculation of thermal topography error. By nature of error propagation, the uncertainty in the 
corrected topography is the sum of the uncertainties in the constant force and constant height 
signals. In the experiments, the data acquisition apparatus used to record the thermal topography 
signal introduced the majority of the noise in the data. The noise in the thermal signals results in 
0.25 – 1 % error in the thermal topography and the noise can be reduced by filtering the signals 
through low-pass filters. In the simulations, meshing and computational artifacts introduced 
uncertainties in the results.  Moreover, the heat transfer was simulated only for a few dozen 
cantilever positions that were unevenly distributed along the scan direction since the simulations 
are time intensive.  
The thermal topography correction technique is effective when the lateral heat flow from 
the cantilever in the constant height and constant force modes are almost identical. The 
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difference in the lateral heat flow from the cantilever in the two scan modes increases with the 
height difference between the constant height and constant force scan trajectories. The thermal 
artifacts in the constant force signal would not be removed effectively by the constant height 
signal when scanning tall topography features or when scanning far from the substrate in the 
constant height scan. Thus, the topography can be corrected effectively by scanning as close as 
possible to the substrate in the constant height mode and by scanning topography features 
smaller than 15% of the tip height.  
The topography correction technique can be scaled to large arrays of heated cantilevers. 
The cantilevers would scan the substrate in constant height mode with their tips in contact with 
the substrate. Since the heater-substrate distance still changes as the tips track the topography, 
the cantilevers can measure the substrate topography without optical tip-force feedback [3]. The 
topography from each cantilever can be corrected by using thermal topographies from the two 
constant height scans (in-contact and off-contact).  
 
2.6 Conclusion 
The experimental and numerical investigation of cantilever heat transfer is reported. 
Insights from these investigations are used to improve the accuracy of thermal topography 
imaging. A finite-element model simulated the cantilever heat transfer to a substrate with 
nanotopography features and identical experiments validated the simulations. Thermal 
topography imaging only measures the height of the substrate regardless of the thermal 
conductivity of constituent materials. The lateral heat transfer from the cantilever varies with the 
topography width, cantilever-substrate orientation, and causes the thermal topography profile to 
differ from the expected substrate topography. A novel, two-scan method is developed which 
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extracts the actual substrate topography from thermal topography signals with less than 3% error, 
by rejecting the lateral heat transfer from the cantilever. The results from this study can help 
predict cantilever heat transfer for future cantilever designs, or different operation conditions. 
Techniques similar to the topography correction technique could be used for other applications 
such as extracting the temperature variations in the substrate [5]. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALOG CANTILEVER TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL  
 
3.1 Introduction 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is the most widely used tool for nanometer scale 
measurements [1].  Typically, an AFM measures surface topography by tracking the AFM 
cantilever deflection using a laser reflected from the cantilever as the cantilever tip scans the 
surface [2].  While there have been reports of high speed imaging with a single tip [3-6], the use 
of a single cantilever generally limits the throughput of AFM.  Cantilever arrays can increase 
both the throughput and the measurement area of AFM [7].  The standard methods of optical 
cantilever deflection monitoring cannot be easily scaled to large cantilever arrays, and thus other 
methods of cantilever height sensing are required [7, 8].   
Several strategies have been explored to integrate a tip height sensor into a cantilever.  
Tip height can be sensed by tunneling current [1], mechanical strain using a piezoresistor [9], or 
heat flow from an internal heater [10].  Silicon cantilevers with integrated resistive heaters have 
been used for research on nanometer-scale data storage, topography sensing, manufacturing, and 
materials characterization [7, 11-18].  Topography sensing with heated cantilevers is achieved by 
tracking changes in heat flow from the cantilever to the substrate [19-21].  Since optical access is 
not necessary for thermal topography sensing, and because the cantilevers are individually 
addressable, topography sensing based on heated cantilevers can be scaled to arrays [7, 8]. 
System complexity increases with the number of cantilevers in an array [7, 22, 23].  
Array operation can be simplified by automating cantilever temperature control.  Most published 
research on heated silicon cantilevers uses open loop control of cantilever heating [19, 20, 24].  
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A few publications have reported closed-loop control of cantilever heating, which provides 
improved topography sensitivity and noise-limited vertical resolution [21, 25, 26].  Recently, 
closed loop control of cantilever temperature was implemented in software [21], but was limited 
to a bandwidth of 750 Hz.  The bandwidth is further limited when it must be divided among 
cantilevers in an array, where each cantilever receives only a fraction of the total bandwidth.  
Although powerful control electronics can increase the total bandwidth, software control of 
cantilever temperature is not scalable to large cantilever arrays.  One publication reported fast 
temperature control by implementing the feedback in analog circuitry, but the hardware was 
manually reconfigured in order to change the temperature set-point [27].  Many applications 
require dynamic cantilever temperature control.   
This chapter reports closed loop cantilever temperature control at 1 MHz and its 
application to thermal topography imaging.  A feedback loop implemented in analog circuitry 
autonomously maintains the cantilever temperature with 1.73 ˚C accuracy and 0.076 ˚C precision 
using electronic chips rated at 1 MHz bandwidth.  When performing topography imaging, the 
thermal topography sensitivity remained unchanged for scan speeds up to 500 µm/sec.  Thermal 
topography imaging using the thermal signal as the input for tip force control is demonstrated.  
 
3.2 Instrumentation 
The silicon heated cantilever described in chapter 1.2 was used for all experiments in this 
chapter. Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup for the cantilever temperature control.  The 
cantilever heating circuit consists of the heated cantilever, RC, in series with a current-limiting 
sense resistor, RS.  Because the cantilever electrical resistance is a function of temperature, the 
cantilever electrical resistance is used as the temperature set-point.  Labview calculates a gain 
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voltage, VG, using the desired cantilever electrical resistance set-point, RC*, as VG = 1 + (RC*/RS).  
A data acquisition system (DAQ), National Instruments PXI 6368, applies VG to an analog 
multiplier chip, Analog Devices AD633.  The multiplier chip applies VT across the heating 
circuit as VT = VS x VG, where VS is the voltage across RS; thus completing the feedback loop.  
When RC < RC*, VS is multiplied by {1 + (RC*/RS)}, which is larger than {1 + (RC/RS)}.  This 
causes VT to rise, which in turn raises RC until RC = RC*.  The opposite occurs when the RC > RC*.  
Therefore, the circuit autonomously maintains constant cantilever temperature via negative 
feedback.  
  
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the experimental setup used to control the cantilever temperature. RS 
and RC are the electrical resistances of the current limiting sense resistor and the cantilever while 
VS is the voltage across RS.  A data acquisition system (DAQ) applies the cantilever temperature 
set-point as VG to the multiplier chip.  The multiplier chip applies the product of VG and VS 
across the cantilever heating circuit thereby forming a negative feedback loop to control the 
cantilever resistance.   
 
The DAQ acquires VS to monitor cantilever power or to assist thermal topography 
measurement, which is described later.  The DAQ samples data at 100 kHz - 2 MHz while the 
multiplier chip has a bandwidth of 1 MHz.  In a previous work, resistance control was performed 
entirely in software [21].  For each feedback cycle of software control, the DAQ acquired VS and 
Labview calculated VT which was applied back to the circuit via the DAQ.   The speed of the 
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software control was limited to 750 Hz because the DAQ had to read and write voltages for each 
feedback cycle.  In the present chapter, the temperature control circuit is much faster than all-
software control, since the computer only relays the temperature set-point to the circuit while the 
circuit controls temperature autonomously.  Thus, the hardware cantilever temperature control 
architecture can be scaled to large cantilever arrays with 1 MHz bandwidth per cantilever by 
using one hardware circuit per cantilever.  The temperature of each cantilever in the array could 
be maintained using a pair of dedicated analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog converters.  
Alternatively, multiple cantilevers could share data acquisition channels through a multiplexing 
system [11]. 
 
3.3 Cantilever Temperature Control 
The performance of the hardware resistance control circuit (HR) was characterized by the 
cantilever temperature response in steady state and compared to constant bias across the heating 
circuit (HV) and the software control of cantilever resistance (SR) [21].   For each temperature 
control scheme (HR, HV, and SR), the cantilever resistance was stepped from 3 kΩ to 8 kΩ in 
0.25 kΩ steps, which corresponds to a temperature ramp from 133 ˚C to 531 ˚C in ~20 ˚C steps.  
While performing the test for SR, the VT required to achieve each resistance set-point was 
recorded. These VT values were manually set to characterize the performance of HV.  Each 
resistance set-point was held for 2 sec.  The DAQ acquired VT and VS at 100 kHz, and 100 
samples were averaged for each data point.  Cantilever resistance was calculated from the 
measured voltages and then converted to cantilever temperature using a lookup table.  The 
cantilever temperature accuracy was calculated as the absolute difference between the set-point 
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temperature and the measured cantilever temperature.  The temperature control precision is 
calculated as the standard deviation of the measured cantilever temperature.   
Figure 3.2 shows steady-state characterization of the temperature control circuit.  The 
maximum accuracy of HR was 1.73 ˚C, the accuracy of SR was 1.2x10-4 ˚C, and the accuracy of 
HV was 1.41 ˚C.  Despite using the recorded the VT set-points for HV characterization, the actual 
cantilever temperature was usually below the set-point.  The random variation of HV error with 
rising set-point can be attributed to environmental drift that is uncompensated due to the open-
loop nature of HV.  The relatively poor accuracy of HV is undesirable in applications that 
require constant cantilever temperature [14, 15, 17, 18, 30-33].  SR corrects for this drift but the 
response rate of the temperature control feedback loop is limited to about 750 Hz.  Due to the 
inherent non-linear behavior of the HR circuit, the accuracy of HR decreased with increasing 
cantilever temperature set-point.  Therefore, the HR circuit was configured to minimize the 
maximum inaccuracy such that the actual temperature was slightly below the set-point up to 310 
˚C and slightly above the set-point beyond 310 ˚C.  Although HR is the least accurate of the three 
temperature control schemes, the accuracy can be compensated in software when translating the 
temperature set-point to VG.  Furthermore, HR operates at high response rate and does not have 
drift.  The precision of HR was 0.076 ˚C, the precision of SR was 0.019 ˚C, and the precision of 
HV was 0.13 ˚C.  At high temperature, the precision of HR decreases to values comparable with 
SR.  
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Figure 3.2: Temperature control characterization. (a) Methodology for measuring precision and 
accuracy of temperature control schemes.   (b-c) Accuracy and precision of (HR) the hardware 
cantilever resistance control circuit, (SR) the software control of cantilever resistance, and (HV) 
constant bias across the heating circuit over a range of cantilever temperatures. 
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The dynamic performance of HR was studied via the cantilever temperature response to 
step changes in the temperature set-point.  VG was supplied by a function generator in the form of 
a square wave while VS and VT were acquired using an oscilloscope at 5 MHz and then translated 
to cantilever temperature as described above.  The cantilever scanned a flat silicon dioxide 
surface at 10 µm/sec and the cantilever temperature was varied between 133 ˚C and 533 ˚C in 
steps of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, or 300 ˚C.  The cantilever transient response was recorded for 
both positive and negative temperature changes.   
Figure 3.3 shows the cantilever temperature response to a step change in the temperature 
set-point using HR.  The cantilever response is typical of a higher order system with overshoots 
and oscillations.  The rise time is the time for the cantilever temperature to first reach the target 
temperature.  The end overshoot is the maximum magnitude by which the cantilever temperature 
exceeds the target temperature as the response rings down.  The settling time is the time taken by 
the temperature response to enter and remain within an error band of statistical uncertainty 
around the steady state target temperature.  The end overshoot, rise time, and the settling time 
depend both on the absolute values as well as the magnitude of the difference in the temperature 
set-points. 
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Figure 3.3: The cantilever response to a step change in temperature set-point shows higher order 
behavior characterized by overshoots and oscillations. 
 
Figure 3.4 summarizes the cantilever transient response for different step changes in 
temperature set-point.  Almost always, the cantilever temperature rose within 37 µsec and fell 
within 126 µsec.  The fastest rise and fall times were limited by the inherent cantilever response 
rate at 16.5 µsec, which is consistent with previously published results [28].  The rise time varies 
inversely with the start temperature and varies directly with the magnitude of the temperature 
change.  The settling time increases with the magnitude of the temperature change and is 
typically a few hundred microseconds.  The temperature overshoot increases with the absolute 
cantilever temperature and the magnitude of temperature change.  The overshoot is larger for 
positive temperature changes when compared to negative temperature changes for the same 
absolute temperature and magnitude of temperature change.  The cantilever performance was 
similar when the same experiments were performed with the cantilever suspended in air.  
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Figure 3.4: Transient response of a cantilever at different temperatures.  The graph shows the 
rise time, settling time, overshoot for various start temperatures and magnitudes of step change in 
cantilever temperature (∆T). 
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The hardware temperature control circuit decreases the rise time at the cost of overshoots 
in temperature response for large temperature changes.  The temperature overshoots are not a 
major problem for most applications of heated cantilevers, where the application involves small 
changes in cantilever power dissipation.  The temperature overshoots could be suppressed by 
using a low pass filter on VG, however this would decrease cantilever response time.  The overall 
dynamic performance of HR can be improved by optimizing the PID parameters of the HR 
circuit.   
 
3.4 Application to Topography Imaging 
When operating the cantilever at constant temperature in a regime of positive temperature 
coefficient of resistance, the power supplied to maintain the cantilever temperature increases as 
the distance between the cantilever and the substrate decreases.  The substrate topography is 
measured by tracking changes in the cantilever power or voltage as the cantilever scans the 
substrate. The results from the HR dynamic response characterization provide a good insight into 
the effect of temperature on the maximum scan speed and the quality of thermal topography 
imaging.  The thermal topography imaging speed can be increased by raising the cantilever 
temperature to take advantage of the reduced rise times.  For example, it is possible to perform 
thermal topography imaging at 610 µm/s at a cantilever temperature of 510 ˚C.  The temperature 
overshoots can be neglected since the change in power dissipation is typically small while 
performing thermal topography imaging.   
The effect of scan speed on thermal topography imaging was investigated by scanning a 
heated cantilever on a 100 nm tall silicon calibration grating.  The cantilever temperature was 
held at 450 ˚C as the scan speed was varied from 25 µm/sec to 500 µm/sec.  The sampling rate 
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was adjusted such that 50 voltage samples were averaged to create one topography pixel.  Each 
scan line had 1024 pixels.  With integral gain of the optical deflection sensing method set to 0.5, 
the optical feedback only compensated for the out-of-plane sample misalignment and was not 
used to track the surface topography. Figure 3.5 shows the three-dimensional and line-scan views 
of the thermal topography signal for different scan speeds.  The cantilever temperature signal can 
respond quickly enough to the topography changes since the measured slopes of the vertical 
walls and the height of the grating remain unchanged regardless of the scan speed. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Three dimensional and (b) line-trace topographies of a 100 nm tall square grating 
obtained via the thermal signal of a heated cantilever for different scan speeds. The topography 
map of the sample remains unchanged regardless of the scan speed. 
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Figure 3.6 shows measured cantilever sensitivity and vertical resolution for different tip 
speeds.  Topography sensitivity is the change in the cantilever voltage topography signal per 
nanometer change in topography.  The measured sensitivity was 0.32 mV/nm, and was nearly 
constant for cantilever tip speed 25 - 500 µm/s.  Vertical resolution is defined as the smallest 
vertical feature that can be detected and is calculated as the thermal signal noise divided by the 
topography sensitivity.  The average vertical resolution was about 2.25 nm.  Since the noise 
increased with tip speed, the vertical resolution increased from 1.5 to 3 nm over this range.  
Previous work that used software temperature control had a scan speed of 10 µm/s and a 
topography imaging resolution of 3.9 nm [21].  The present technique is thus 50X faster than 
previously published results and has better resolution.  When a 6th order analog low pass filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 30 kHz was used to filter the thermal topography signal, the vertical 
resolution was reduced to below 1 nm.  Because the temperature of each cantilever is maintained 
by an autonomous hardware temperature control circuit, even a very large array of heated 
cantilevers can be scanned at 500 µm/s. 
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Figure 3.6: Thermal topography sensitivity and the noise-limited vertical resolution for different 
scan speeds. The sensitivity is approximately the same for all scan speeds while the resolution 
becomes poorer with increase in scan speed. 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the schematic for Thermal Feedback AFM (TF-AFM) in which the 
thermal signal, VS, is the input to the cantilever actuation feedback loop in addition to the 
temperature control feedback loop.  VS was used in place of the traditional cantilever deflection 
signal in the tip height sensing feedback loop.  The cantilever power dissipation and VS rise as 
the cantilever tip follows a trough in the substrate topography.  The cantilever height control 
moves the cantilever away from the substrate until VS equals the VS set-point.  The opposite 
happens as the cantilever tip follows a topography feature that lowers VS.  Through this 
technique, VS and the average tip force are held constant in negative feedback.  The thermal 
cantilever height control was implemented in the AFM controller at a bandwidth of 117 kHz. 
The integral gain was set to 500 and all other gain values were set to 0 to ensure that the tip 
tracked the surface while minimizing the tip force.  To compare the thermal topography map and 
the tip forces, the cantilever was scanned with each of the following methods of tip force control: 
optical feedback using the laser-photodiode setup (A), thermal feedback using TF-AFM (B), and 
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no feedback or constant height scanning (C).  In all cases, HR maintained the cantilever 
temperature at 350 ˚C in closed loop feedback.  The cantilever was scanned over the silicon 
grating at 25 µm/s in contact mode AFM.  The tip force set-point was 23 nN, as indicated by the 
cantilever deflection.  Data was recorded for three minutes after the start of the scan to allow us 
to observe drift in the tip force.  
 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of Thermal Feedback AFM (TF-AFM).  The thermal signal, VS, is the 
input for temperature control, and it replaces cantilever deflection as the input for cantilever 
height feedback.  VS changes with the cantilever power dissipation as the cantilever tip tracks the 
substrate topography.  The cantilever height control loop actuates the cantilever such that VS is 
held constant. 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the use of TF-AFM for topography imaging.  Figure 3.9(b) shows VS 
for all schemes after the average value was subtracted from each signal.  The VS from scheme A 
and C show identical maps of the sample topography since VS was not held constant. The VS 
from scheme B shows that the cantilever height control loop actuated the cantilever to maintain a 
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constant VS.  The VS from scheme B can be interpreted as the error in the thermal topography.  
Figure 3.9(c) shows the thermal topography obtained by integrating VS and multiplying the result 
with the thermal topography sensitivity.  Figures 3.9(d-e) show that Scheme C showed the 
largest tip force which monotonically increased from the initial value of 23 nN due to thermal 
drift and sample misalignment.  Lack of force feedback in scheme C could potentially result in 
tip and sample damage.  The tip force in scheme B was less than that in scheme C and the tip 
force drift in scheme B was negligible.  Scheme A showed the smallest tip forces and absence of 
tip force drift.  Tip force experienced in scheme B can be further reduced to that achieved by 
scheme A by optimizing the PID parameters of the cantilever actuation feedback loop.  
Furthermore, optimizing the cantilever actuation feedback would improve the accuracy of the 
thermal topography reconstructed using VS from scheme B.  TF-AFM is helpful in minimizing 
the tip force during imaging in the absence of an optical cantilever position detection setup.  This 
technique can also be used to level large cantilever arrays onto substrates [11].  
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Figure 3.8: Methods of tip height control for thermal AFM.  (a) Topography of a silicon sample 
with 100 nm tall square features measured using the conventional laser-deflection signal. (b) VS 
signals when controlling tip height via (A) conventional laser-deflection signal feedback, (B) 
feedback using the thermal signal, and (C) constant height scanning with no tip height feedback.  
(c) Substrate topography obtained by integrating VS from scheme B and multiplying the result 
with the thermal topography sensitivity.  Force exerted by the tip on the sample for each of the 
tip height control schemes in (d) the fast scan direction, and (e) the slow scan direction.   
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3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter demonstrates scalable feedback control of cantilever temperature 
implemented using high speed analog circuitry.  The circuit autonomously controls cantilever 
temperature with a maximum accuracy of 1.73 ˚C and precision of 0.076 ˚C.  Using this circuit, 
the cantilever response time is 16.5 µsec.  The thermal topography sensitivity was constant for 
scan speeds up to 500 µm/sec, this is a 50 fold improvement in imaging throughput over 
previous work.  Thermal topography imaging using the thermal signal as the input for tip height 
control showed considerably reduced tip forces compared to a constant-height scanning method.  
Overall, hardware cantilever temperature control can be scaled to very large cantilever arrays 
without degradation of the cantilever response rate due to the autonomous and high speed nature 
of the temperature control circuit. 
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CHAPTER 4: PARALLEL THERMAL TOPOGRAPHY 
IMAGING AND NANOLITHOGRAPHY  
 
4.1 Introduction 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is widely used for nanometer scale measurements 
[1], and is typically used for measuring nanometer-scale surface topography [3].  Arrays of 
cantilevers can significantly increase measurement area and speed compared to single cantilevers 
[5].  However there remains a significant challenging in individually addressing each cantilever, 
and in operating an array of active cantilevers.   
The optical lever setup found in most AFM systems is robust and easy to use, but cannot 
be easily scaled to large cantilever arrays [6, 7].  Interferometric readout methods enable sensing 
of individual cantilever deflections with high sensitivity, but such AFM setups require additional 
optics, processing electronics, and specific array geometries to accommodate the laser path [8-
10].  Alternatively, cantilever tip height can be sensed by integrating a sensor into each 
cantilever in the array [5].  Arrays of cantilevers with embedded piezoresistive strain sensors 
have been used mostly for parallel microscopy and lithography [11-19].  Cantilever arrays with 
embedded heater-thermometer sensors have much higher sensitivity compared to cantilever 
arrays with integrated piezoresistors [22, 23] and have been used for applications in microscopy, 
calorimetry and data-storage [24-26].   
Table 4.1 summarizes previous publications that report cantilever arrays used for parallel 
imaging and/or lithography.  Three important trends can be identified from Table 4.1.  First, only 
a few publications report an array system capable of both imaging and lithography.  However a 
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read-write-read capability is necessary for nanomanufacturing [28].  Second, most arrays were 
integrated into either highly customized commercial AFMs or non-commercial custom AFM 
systems built specifically for a particular array type.  The need for such custom AFMs arises 
from the complexity of the array technology.  Third, complexity in array operation has typically 
resulted in slow imaging and lithography speeds, low imaging resolution or poor control of 
lithography feature size, thereby reducing the throughput advantage of cantilever arrays.  A more 
accessible approach is required in order for cantilever arrays to become more widely used.  This 
chapter describes the scalable integration of heated cantilever arrays in a commercial AFM.  
Parallel high speed imaging as well as parallel read-write-read are demonstrated.  
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Table 4.1: Summary of studies on parallel imaging and lithography using AFM cantilever arrays   
Investigator Array Size Sensor Actuator AFM Imaging Lithography 
Shim [2] 4750 (2D) - - HM - 4750 identical copies of pyramid on US $1 bill 
Wilder [4] 1x2 - - LM - Parallel and independent patterning of a photoresist 
Wouters [20] 1x4 - - HM - 4 identical patterns of squares in parallel  
Bullen [21] 1x10 - TB HM - Numbers 0-9 drawn independently 
Sulchek [27] 1x5 IM - CC Parallel imaging with 0.09 
nm resolution - 
Favre [9] 1x4, 5x7 IM - CC 35 cantilevers imaged 3T3 
cells simultaneously - 
Sache [10] 27x27 IM - CC 9 cantilevers imaged a grating at 21 µm/s - 
Schneider [14] 1x8 PR - CC Parallel imaging using 6 probes at 10 µm/s - 
Aeschimann [12] 1x2 PR - LM Parallel imaging of a sample in liquid medium - 
Sulzbach [13] 1x4, 1x16, 1x32, 4x32 PR TB CC 
8 cantilevers imaged an 
1x1.36 mm area - 
Ivanova [15] 4x32 PR TB CC 2 cantilevers scanned in intermittent contact - 
Chow [16] 2x7 PR - HM 14 simultaneously acquired 
scans 
- 
Polesel-Maris 
[11] 4x4 PR - HM 
16 cantilevers scanned in a 
liquid medium - 
Lange [17] 1x2 PR TB LM Parallel imaging with 4 nm 
resolution - 
Saya [19] 1x4 PR - CC 2 cantilevers scanned with 8 
nm resolution - 
Lutwyche [33] 5x5 PR - CC Parallel imaging with 22 
cantilevers - 
Minne [18] 1x10, 4x8, 1x50 PR PE HM 
32 cantilevers scanned a 6.4 
mm wide grating  
50 identical sets of parallel 
lines drawn 
McNamara [24] 
and Basu [26] 1x8 MH - CC 
Parallel imaging with 7.5 
nm resolution 
Each probe wrote identical 
pattern of dots 
Vettiger [5] and 
Lutwyche [34] 32x32 SH - CC 
Parallel imaging with 834 
cantilevers 
Independent and parallel data 
storage application 
Seong [41] 1x30 SH - LM 
Parallel imaging with 30 
cantilevers with 1.2 nm 
vertical resolution 
- 
Somnath 
This Work  1x5 SH - LM 
Parallel imaging with 5 
cantilevers with 0.6 nm 
vertical resolution or 44 nm 
horizontal resolution 
5 different patterns drawn 
and imaged simultaneously  
 
Note: IM: Interferometric sensor; PR: Piezoresistive sensor; MH: Metal heater-thermometer; SH: Doped silicon heater-
thermometer; TB: Thermal bimorph actuator; PE: Piezoelectric actuator; HM: Highly modified commercial AFM; CC: 
Completely custom AFM; LM: Lightly modified commercial AFM 
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4.2 Instrumentation 
Figure 4.1 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the heated cantilever 
array.  The array has five independently addressable heated cantilevers which are identical to 
those described in chapter 1.2. The cantilevers have stiffness of ~ 0.1 N/m, resonant frequencies 
~ 60 kHz, and tip apex radii ~ 20 nm.   
 
 
Figure 4.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of an array of 5 heated cantilevers.   
 
 
Figure 4.2 shows cantilever integration into the AFM with only two custom components.  
The array chip was glued to a printed circuit board (PCB) and the cantilever electrical leads on 
the chip were wire-bonded to the corresponding pads on the PCB.  The PCB was secured onto a 
custom AFM holder that could be mounted in the AFM.  A flex-cable connected the PCB to a 
circuit board containing the cantilever temperature control circuits. 
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Figure 4.2: Array integration hardware.  The array was glued, then wire-bonded to a printed 
circuit board (PCB) having electrical leads leading to a flex-cable connector.  The PCB was 
secured onto a custom AFM holder which was mounted in the AFM. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the schematic for the cantilever array heating control [29].  The 
temperature for each cantilever was controlled in closed loop feedback using the hardware 
resistance control (HR) circuit described in chapter 3.2. Low-pass filters (LPF) with cut-off 
frequencies at 13 kHz and 30 kHz filtered the VG and VS signals.  The DAQ simultaneously 
acquired VS from all cantilevers to enable thermal topography measurement and to monitor 
cantilever heating in real-time.  The DAQ also acquired trigger signals from the AFM controller 
to aid parallel lithography and imaging, which are described later.   
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the cantilever array heating control.  The temperature of each 
cantilever was held constant using a feedback loop implemented in analog circuitry.  A data 
acquisition board monitored the cantilever heating and acquired the cantilever thermal signals. 
 
4.3 Application to Topography Imaging 
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the cantilever voltage and the tip force as the cantilever base is 
moved towards and retracted from the surface [30, 31].  In step A, as the cantilever approaches 
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the substrate from a distance, the tip force remains zero while the cantilever voltage rises rapidly 
due to the relation between cantilever heat flow and the cantilever-substrate separation.  In step 
B, the cantilever snaps into contact with the substrate due to an attractive force between the tip 
and the substrate, which results in a decrease in the cantilever force and a small increase in the 
cantilever voltage.  In step C, the cantilever bends as its base moves, causing an increase in tip 
force.  The cantilever voltage rises gradually since the distance between the heater and the 
substrate remains unchanged and only the legs bend toward the substrate.  When the cantilever 
base is retracted from the surface, the voltage and force curves retrace their paths except in 
section D when the cantilever snaps off from the substrate.  When the cantilever is away from the 
surface, most of the heat flows along the cantilever legs into the chip holding the cantilever.  As 
the cantilever approaches the substrate surface, heat flows from the cantilever heater, through the 
air, and into the substrate.  The shape of the curves in figure 4.4 indicate the transition from heat 
conduction along the cantilever to heat conduction through the air and into the substrate [31, 32].   
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Figure 4.4: Leveling cantilever arrays onto the substrate using the cantilever thermal signals.  (a) 
Cantilever voltage and tip force obtained in a force-displacement experiment.  Section A - The 
cantilever heat flow and voltage rise rapidly until the cantilever contacts the substrate.  Section C 
- The heat flow increases while the cantilever bends away from the substrate.  The direction and 
extent of array misalignment is measured using the distances at which the cantilevers touch the 
surface.  The array tilt is adjusted till all cantilevers contact the substrate simultaneously.  (b) 
Cantilevers touch the substrate in ascending order.  (c) All cantilevers in the array contact the 
substrate at the same time.  (d) Cantilevers touch the substrate in descending order.  
 
Heated cantilever arrays were leveled onto a substrate by tracking the position at which 
the tips snap into the substrate in the cantilever voltage signals.  The tilt of the AFM head was 
adjusted until all the cantilevers in the array engaged simultaneously.  Figure 4.4 (b-d) shows the 
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cantilever voltage in misaligned and well aligned arrays brought into contact with the surface.  
The same technique can be used to level a 2D cantilever array onto a substrate – one alignment 
routine along a row and another along a column of cantilevers.  After this leveling procedure, the 
plane containing the array is parallel to the substrate and all cantilevers apply approximately the 
same vertical force onto the substrate.  Vertical position feedback on any one cantilever ensures 
that the array is always translated in a plane parallel to the substrate.  Since this alignment 
technique obviates the need for optical access to each cantilever, this technique can be automated 
and scaled to very large cantilever arrays [33, 34].   
To demonstrate parallel topography imaging, the array scanned a 550 µm X 90 µm area 
of a substrate having silicon oxide nanostructures patterned onto its surface.  The sample 
contained the text ‘ILLINOIS’ patterned as 25 nm tall nanostructures and the text ‘UIUC’ 
patterned as 100 nm tall structures within the former pattern.  The lateral sizes of the pattern 
ranged 1.1 – 53 µm.   
The tip-to-tip distance between cantilevers in the array (110 µm) is larger than the 
maximum scan size (90 µm) of the AFM scanner.  In order to completely image the whole 
surface, each the cantilevers in the array each scanned three adjacent sections, 45 µm X 90 µm in 
area.  The AFM stage motor moved the sample by 37 µm in the slow-scan direction between 
scans.  The 15 thermal topography images were stitched together to make the complete 
topography image for each imaging experiment.  Thus, the total area scanned by each cantilever 
was 110 µm X 90 µm and the total area scanned by array was 550 µm X 90 µm.   
Table 4.2 lists the experimental parameters used for two separate parallel imaging 
experiments.  Experiment A focused on high vertical resolution (figure 4.6), while experiment B 
maximized lateral resolution (figure 4.7).  Each cantilever in the array scanned the substrate at 
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1.13 – 4.03 mm/sec in contact-mode AFM simultaneously while the cantilever temperature set-
point was ~ 500 ˚C.  Since the temperature control circuits autonomously maintained cantilever 
temperature with 1 MHz bandwidth, the DAQ was free to simultaneously acquire VS from all 
cantilevers as the thermal topography signal at 1 – 2 MHz.  The cantilever signal was filtered 
through the analog low pass filter followed by a software routine that averages 20 - 80 raw data 
samples to make one topography pixel.  
 
Table 4.2: Operating modes for parallel imaging experiments 
Parameters \ Experiment A B 
1 Scan with Each cantilever:   
Scan Dimension (µm X µm) 45 X 90  45 X 90 
Scan Area (µm2) 4050 4050 
Scan Lines 128 1024 
Scan Points 1984 2112 
Pixel Size (nm x nm) 351 X 45 44 X 43 
Scan Speed (mm/sec) 1.13 4.03 
Sampling Rate (MHz) 1 2 
Averaged samples per pixel 80 20 
   
Complete Scan with Array:   
Scan Dimension (µm X µm) 550 X 90  550 X 90  
Scan Area (µm2) 60750 60750 
Pixels 1565 X 1984 12515 X 2112 
Pixels (in millions) 3.1 26.4 
Scan Duration (sec): 62 125 
Vertical Resolution (nm): 0.6 5.4 
 
Figure 4.5 shows a 550 µm X 90 µm AFM image of the substrate acquired 
simultaneously using five cantilevers from experiment A.  The image consists of 1565 X 1984 
pixels of size 351 nm X 45 nm.  This image contains 3.1 million pixels and was acquired in 62 
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seconds.  The topography signals from all cantilevers show an inverted topography of the sample 
due to the inverse relation between the cantilever power dissipation and the cantilever-substrate 
separation distance.  The topography images in figure 4.5  show artifacts at the edge of vertical 
features typical to thermal topography signals [35] since the images were obtained from the raw, 
unfiltered data.  The line-scans in figure 4.5(b) show that the topography sensitivity is about 3.0 
mV/nm and the noise limited vertical resolution is 0.6 nm.  The measured vertical resolution is 
an order of magnitude higher than previous work [36].   
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Figure 4.5: (a) A 550 µm X 90 µm composite AFM image consisting of 3.1 million pixels, 
acquired simultaneously with 5 cantilevers.  The array scanned the sample in contact-mode AFM 
at 1.13 mm/sec and the image was acquired in 62 seconds.  Each cantilever scanned 3 adjacent 
rectangular areas and the resulting 15 scans were stitched to make the complete image.  The 
noise-limited vertical resolution is 0.6 nm.   (b) Successive topography images.  (c) Height and 
corresponding thermal topography line-scans from a single scan showing high vertical resolution 
in the thermal topography signal.  This image corresponds to experiment A from table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the results of experiment B, which is a 550 µm X 90 µm AFM image of 
the substrate acquired simultaneously using the five cantilever array.  The image consists of 
12515 X 2112 pixels that are 43 nm X 44 nm. The 26.4 million pixel image was acquired in 125 
seconds.  Some topography features in Figure 4.6 are skewed, and shrunken in size due to the 
degradation of the closed loop scanning motion of the sample stage at high scan rates.  For 
experiment B, the vertical resolution is 5.4 nm since fewer samples are available for down-
sampling owing to the limited sampling rate of the DAQ.   
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Figure 4.6: (a) A 550 µm X 90 µm composite AFM image consisting of 26.4 million pixels, 
acquired simultaneously with 5 cantilevers.  The array scanned the sample in contact-mode AFM 
at 4.0 mm/sec and the image was acquired in 125 seconds.  Each cantilever scanned 3 adjacent 
rectangular areas and the resulting 15 scans were stitched to make the complete image.  The 
noise-limited vertical resolution is 5.4 nm but the pixels are 43 nm X 44 nm.   (b) Successive 
topography images showing the high lateral resolution.   (c) Height and thermal topography line-
scans from a single scan.  This image corresponds to experiment B from table 4.2. 
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4.4 Application to Nanolithography 
Controlled nanofabrication capability of heated cantilever arrays is demonstrated via 
repeated sensing, fabrication, and repair of nanostructures through alternating steps of parallel 
thermomechanical lithography and thermal topography imaging.  In thermomechanical 
lithography, a moving cantilever draws trenches into a substrate via normal load and by heating 
the cantilever above the reflow temperature, TR, of the substrate [5, 37, 38].  Due to the sharpness 
of the tip, the thermal resistance between the tip and substrate and the thermal spreading 
resistance within the substrate dominate the heat flow from the tip to the substrate.  Thus, the tip-
substrate interface temperature is lower than the heater temperature and can be estimated through 
finite element simulations or by using an electro-thermal cantilever [39, 40].  Substrate 
topography in the thermal signal can be resolved beyond heater temperatures of ~ 125 ˚C and the 
resolution improves with increasing heater temperature.  A fluorocarbon thin film was deposited 
in a reactive ion etching chamber using CF4 as the film for lithography because it’s high TR of 
350 ˚C provides a large window for thermal imaging of the substrate without erasing the 
lithography patterns.  The substrate was an 80 nm thick fluorocarbon film deposited on a silicon 
dioxide sample having 3µm wide and 20 nm deep cylindrical pits.  All cantilevers thermally 
imaged the substrate simultaneously at 65 µm/sec.  Optical tip force feedback was used on one 
cantilever only to compensate for the out-of-plane misalignment in the substrate rather than 
tracking the substrate topography by setting the integral gain of the cantilever height feedback to 
0.5.  Each cantilever was programmed to fabricate two unique and complementary patterns for 
two steps of lithography.  For each cantilever, the coordinates of the lithography patterns were 
aligned to the circular patterns on the substrate using the aforementioned topography images.  
During lithography, all cantilevers moved together at 0.5 µm/sec; however, each cantilever drew 
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a unique pattern since it was heated only when the coordinates of the tip coincided with that of 
the programmed lithography pattern.  At all other times, the cantilever temperatures were 
maintained well below the TR of the fluorocarbon to prevent the cantilevers from writing.  The 
array performed two sets of write-read following the initial read step.  In the second write step, 
the cantilevers used lower lithography temperatures to produce thinner and shallower features 
when compared to the first lithography step.   
Figure 4.7 shows parallel thermal topography images before and after two steps of 
parallel thermomechanical writing.  The figure shows that at each lithography step, each 
cantilever fabricated unique nanostructures that interfaced well with the cylindrical pits on the 
substrate as well as previously fabricated nanostructures.  Figure 4.8 shows the topography 
images and line-scans for cantilever #1 after the first and second lithography steps.  The 
cantilever voltage signal was multiplied with the topography sensitivity to obtain the line-scan 
topography in nanometers.  The patterns written in the first lithography step are about 60 nm 
deep and 159 nm wide while the patterns written in the second lithography step are 21 nm deep 
and 126 nm wide  
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Figure 4.7: (a) Topography images of a substrate before and after two steps of parallel 
thermomechanical nanolithography.  First, the array thermally imaged the substrate.  Unique 
nanolithography patterns were registered with and written on top of existing cylindrical pits on 
the substrate.  The cantilevers performed parallel nanolithography and then parallel thermal 
imaging.  Next, the cantilevers wrote patterns that were registered with the previous write step.  
This second nanolithography step was at a lower writing temperature to create shallow, narrow 
features.  Finally, the array imaged the substrate again.   
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Figure 4.8: Substrate topography after two parallel thermomechanical lithography steps.  
Thermal topography images of the substrate acquired by cantilever #1 after (a) first and (b) 
second lithography steps.  (c) Line-scans of the substrate topography after the (top) first and 
(bottom) second write steps.  Deep trenches were written in the first step and shallow trenches 
were written in the second step.   
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4.5 Discussion 
Several component and system design considerations were made to achieve high 
performance from the array integrated into our AFM system.  Misalignment in the array can lead 
to excessive tip forces or poor substrate contact for cantilevers.  It is important to maintain 
relatively low and uniform tip-substrate force for all cantilever tips, in order to avoid tip and 
sample damage.  Independent actuators for each cantilever would alleviate this problem; 
however, there are challenges to scaling this approach [42].  Therefore, the arrays were 
integrated into an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM, since the MFP-3D head provides pitch and 
roll alignment for conformal leveling of the array onto the sample.  Uneven forces resulting from 
the minor remaining misalignment are minimized due to the high cantilever compliance [43].  
Because of our approach for height position control, the resulting tip-substrate force precludes 
some applications such as imaging biological samples or delicate polymers where force control 
is critical.  However, there are other applications in which force control is important but not 
critical, and for which the current approach is sufficient.  Examples of such applications include 
data storage, imaging, lithography, and calorimetry on hard surfaces [5, 35, 44, 45].  Closed loop 
feedback implemented in the X-Y scanner limited the system drift to about 20 nm between the 
two lithography steps in section 4.  This drift is common for a scanning or lithography 
experiment of several minutes duration, even when operating only a single cantilever.   
Commercial AFMs are not equipped with software or hardware to enable parallel and 
independent operation of cantilevers in an array.  Another advantage of using the Asylum 
Research AFM is that the software can be edited, which allowed seamless integration of array-
specific software with the existing AFM software.  Furthermore, the onboard DAQ in the AFM 
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was reprogrammed to communicate lithography and imaging trigger information with our 
National Instruments DAQ that controlled the cantilevers.   
The analog cantilever temperature control circuit architecture provides three key benefits. 
First, cantilever temperatures are maintained with accuracy of 1.73˚C and precision of 0.076 ˚C 
at 1 MHz and are not susceptible to drift due to the closed-loop nature of the feedback [29].  
Second, closed-loop control of cantilever temperature enhances thermal topography sensitivity 
[36] and consistency in thermal lithography [46].  Third, since the analog circuits work 
autonomously while being simple, robust, and inexpensive, this architecture can be scaled to 
very large arrays of cantilever while maintaining bandwidth of 1 MHz per cantilever.  
Implementing such parallel temperature control in software would result in very slow cantilever 
thermal response rate due to the inverse relationship between the array-size and the software 
temperature control bandwidth per cantilever [36].   
In addition to the topography sensitivity and the resolution, thermal imaging performance 
can be further characterized by the imaging speed, lateral resolution and imaging area.  These 
imaging parameters are interdependent and are currently limited by the experimental equipment 
rather than cantilever fundamental properties.  The best lateral resolution is fundamentally 
limited by the tip radius (in this case 20 nm), and the best vertical resolution is fundamentally 
limited by the cantilever electronic noise.  However, the lateral resolution, vertical resolution, 
and imaging speed are limited by trade-offs between each other due to the fixed data sampling 
rate and the noise in the cantilever thermal signal.  The fixed sampling rate results in a 
compromise between the number of pixels per unit time (quotient of imaging speed and lateral 
resolution) and the noise per pixel (affects vertical resolution). The noise was dominated by the 
electronics (10 mV at 2 MHz bandwidth), rather than the noise floor of the cantilever (2 
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µV/Hz1/2) [47].  The noise remaining in the filtered signal was inversely proportional to the 
number of raw data samples available for averaging; thus, sampling rate limits the noise.  For 
example, imaging experiment A has good vertical resolution at the cost of lateral resolution and 
imaging speed while experiment B maximizes lateral resolution and imaging speed at the cost of 
vertical resolution.  The results of this chapter are about 10X improvement over our previous 
work, which used a different electronic interface [36]. 
The imaging speed of our system is currently limited by the X-Y scanner. Although the 
entire cantilever has a thermal time constant ~ 100 µsec, the heater can respond much faster (~1 
µsec) to changes in the thermal conductance due to the small thermal inertia of the heater [48]. 
Since the heater contributes to the majority of the resistance and voltage change, the imaging 
speed is fundamentally limited by the thermal time constant of the heater. Previous work has 
shown that similar heated cantilevers are capable of scan speeds greater than 10 mm/sec [49, 50]. 
The low cut-off frequency of the low-pass filters attenuated the cantilever response at higher 
frequency, which caused the vertical walls of the topography features to be slightly tilted in 
Figure 4.7.  The fundamental limit on imaging speed could be raised by altering the cantilever 
geometry to reduce the mechanical and thermal time constants [51].      
 
4.6 Conclusion 
In summary, heated cantilever arrays are integrated into a commercial AFM to perform 
parallel thermal topography imaging and nanolithography.  Cantilever temperatures are 
controlled independently via closed-loop feedback implemented in analog circuitry.  The array is 
aligned onto the substrate by tracking changes in cantilever power instead of using the traditional 
laser-photodetector setup.  The array performed parallel imaging of a 550 µm X 90 µm area at 
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1.1 mm/sec with 0.6 nm vertical resolution and at 4.0 mm/sec with 44 nm lateral resolution.  The 
array performed multiple iterations of parallel thermomechanical lithography and thermal 
topography imaging to fabricate and measure nanometer-scale structures.    
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CHAPTER 5: LORENTZ-THERMAL CANTILEVERS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a widely used tool for nanometer-scale measurements 
[1]. Tapping-mode imaging, in which the cantilever tip intermittently contacts the surface, is 
widely used due to the high signal-to-noise ratio, minimal tip-sample forces necessary for 
imaging, and the ability to measure material properties in addition to the substrate topography[2-
5]. Cantilevers with integrated heater-thermometers[6] can be used in tapping-mode for 
applications such as measurements of temperature-dependent material properties[7-9]. However, 
most heated cantilevers are not designed for tapping-mode operation and are limited in their 
ability to control and measure tip-sample forces due to parasitic resonances induced by the 
piezoelectric cantilever actuator[10-12].  
Several strategies have been used to oscillate cantilevers for tapping-mode operation but 
most techniques are not suitable for actuating heated cantilevers. Cantilevers have been actuated 
using photothermal excitation[13-15] or integrated piezoelectric[16-18], thermomechanical[19-
22], and electrostatic[23-25] elements. However, these actuation techniques complicate the 
cantilever design and fabrication process, require complex AFM hardware, or the cantilever 
actuation may be adversely affected by the high operation temperatures of heated cantilevers. 
Alternatively, cantilevers can be magnetically actuated using the Lorentz force[12, 26, 27]. 
Lorentz force actuation is compatible with existing heated cantilever geometries, does not affect 
the self-heating in cantilevers, requires simple hardware, and actuates the cantilever only at the 
free-end[10, 12, 26, 28].  
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Most heated cantilevers have been developed for contact-mode AFM applications [6] 
such as nanothermal analysis[9], data storage[29], nanolithography[30], or topography 
sensing[31, 32].  Some heated cantilevers are capable of tapping-mode operation but were not 
optimized for Lorentz force actuation[11, 30, 33]. A key limitation of these cantilevers is that 
large actuation force requires large current flows, which generate large temperature increases in 
the cantilever. It would be desirable to achieve large actuation forces while having independent 
control of cantilever heating.  
This thesis describes novel cantilevers capable of self-heating and efficient Lorentz force 
actuation[12]. The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers presented here generate large Lorentz forces, and 
oscillation amplitudes compared with previous state-of-art heated (“Legacy”) cantilevers[10]. 
The cantilevers are capable of thermal topography imaging with very high vertical resolution. 
 
5.2 Cantilever Design 
Figure 5.1 shows the working principle of the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers. When alternating 
current passes through a U-shaped cantilever in the presence of a magnetic field, the cantilever 
oscillates due to the Lorentz force generated at the cantilever-free end12. The cantilever heat flow 
to the substrate varies with the cantilever-substrate distance, so the substrate topography can be 
measured by tracking changes in the cantilever temperature as the tip scans over the 
substrate[32].  
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Figure 5.1: Working principle of Lorentz force cantilever oscillation and thermal topography 
imaging. Current flowing through a cantilever in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field 
generates a Lorentz force at the cantilever free-end that causes the cantilever to oscillate. Heat 
flow from the cantilever varies inversely with the distance between the cantilever and the 
substrate. The substrate topography can be measured by tracking changes in the cantilever 
temperature.  
 
The magnitude of the Lorentz force is proportional to the magnetic field strength, 
magnitude of current, and the distance through which the current flows perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. Thus, decreasing the electrical resistance of a cantilever can increase the current 
and Lorentz force generated by the cantilever for a given voltage. This concept was realized 
through two different cantilever electrical designs, shown in Figure 5.2(a).  The Lorentz A 
cantilever has conductive high-doped silicon legs joined by a low-doped silicon resistive heater 
at the cantilever free-end. The Lorentz B cantilever has conductive legs that are joined by a 
conductive Lorentz path in parallel with the resistive heater. The electro-thermal properties of the 
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cantilevers were studied using a 3D finite element model built using commercial software, 
COMSOL. The model used simple cuboidal geometries for the cantilevers and suspended the 
cantilevers in a large block of air. The model used temperature dependent electrical resistivity 
and thermal conductivities for doped silicon [6]. The base of the cantilever legs and the walls of 
the air block were held at room temperature. The cantilevers were operated in series with 1 kΩ 
external resistor and the model stepped the circuit DC voltage to increase the cantilever 
temperature. The cantilever current, resistances of the cantilever legs, heater, and the Lorentz-
path were recorded from the steady state solution of the model for each circuit voltage. Figure 
5.2(b-c) show predictions for the resistances of the cantilever legs, heater, Lorentz-path, and the 
entire cantilever as functions of the circuit voltage for both cantilever designs. Figure 5.2(d-e) 
compare the total cantilever resistance and the current for both Lorentz cantilevers. The total 
resistance of Lorentz B cantilever is almost an order of magnitude smaller than that of the 
Lorentz A cantilever due to the low resistance Lorentz-path in parallel with the heater. Thus, for 
any given cantilever voltage, the cantilever current and the generated Lorentz force will be larger 
for the Lorentz B cantilever compared to the Lorentz A cantilever.  Furthermore, since the 
Lorentz B cantilever has a lower electrical resistivity at the free-end, the Lorentz B cantilever 
generates lesser heat than the Lorentz A cantilever for the same cantilever current. Thus, the 
Lorentz B cantilever can achieve larger actuation forces for a given temperature rise compared to 
the Lorentz A cantilever. 
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Figure 5.2: Electrical design and characteristics of Lorentz A and Lorentz B cantilevers 
predicted using a finite element model. (a) The Lorentz A cantilever has a resistive heater region 
that connects two conductive legs. The Lorentz B cantilever has a low resistance Lorentz path in 
parallel with the high resistance heater which lowers the cantilever resistance. (b-c) Resistances 
of the cantilever legs, heater, Lorentz-path, and the entire cantilever as functions of the circuit 
voltage for both cantilevers. (d-e) Total resistance and cantilever current as functions of circuit 
voltage for both cantilevers.  
 
The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers were designed to meet five requirements. First, the 
cantilever must have a resonance frequency more than 85 kHz to enable tapping-mode imaging 
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in air. Second, the cantilever should maximize oscillation amplitudes by minimizing cantilever 
stiffness and by generating at least 2 µN of Lorentz force. Third, the thermal topography 
sensitivity, which is the change in the thermal topography signal per nanometer change in 
topography height, should at least be comparable to that of the Legacy heated cantilever[34] (0.3 
mV/nm at 300 °C)[35]. Fourth, the cantilever geometry and constituent materials should be 
compatible with existing batch fabrication techniques. Fifth, it should be possible to operate the 
fabricated cantilevers in a commercial AFM.   
Figure 5.3 shows how the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers were designed to achieve the 
performance goals. Finite element models were used to understand how each design parameter 
affects the mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties of the cantilever. Shortening the 
cantilever length increased the cantilever resonance frequency but it also increased the cantilever 
stiffness. The cantilever stiffness was decreased by decreasing the cantilever thickness and the 
width of the cantilever legs. The cantilever legs had to be over 90 µm in length and 15 µm in 
width to ensure that a sufficient portion of the AFM laser reflected off the cantilever legs. 
Increasing the distance between the cantilever legs increased the Lorentz force at the cost of 
decreasing the cantilever resonance frequency. A U-shaped cantilever geometry was chosen to 
localize the Lorentz force to the cantilever free-end. The cantilever free-end was tapered to 
ensure that the substrate contacted the tip instead of the cantilever body. The free-end was 
designed to balance the thermal topography  sensitivity and cantilever resistance, since both 
properties typically increase with heater area[36]. The maximum current through Lorentz B 
cantilever was limited by the resistance of the cantilever legs, whose geometry was already 
constrained to achieve the mechanical performance goals.  
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of how cantilever geometry parameters were varied when designing 
Lorentz-thermal cantilevers. The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers were designed to have at least 85 
kHz resonance frequency (f), stiffness (k) no more than 1.5 N/m, peak Lorentz force (FLor) of at 
least 2 µN, and thermal topography sensitivity (S) of 0.3 mV/nm at 300 °C. The target electrical 
resistances (R) were 1 kΩ for the Lorentz A cantilever and 0.2 kΩ for the Lorentz B cantilever.  
 
Figure 5.4 shows the fabricated Lorentz-thermal cantilevers and Table 1 summarizes the 
geometry and characteristics of the Lorentz-thermal and Legacy cantilevers. The batch 
fabrication process for the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers was similar to the process used to 
fabricate similar Legacy cantilevers[34]. Both Lorentz-thermal cantilevers are U-shaped and 
have similar dimensions excepting the cantilever free-end.  
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Figure 5.4: Illustration and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the Lorentz-thermal 
cantilevers. (a, b) The cantilevers have high doped silicon legs and low doped heater regions near 
a sharp tip at the cantilever free-end. (c, d) In Lorentz A, all of the current flows through the high 
resistance heater.  In Lorentz, B, most of the current flows through a low resistance element in 
parallel with the heater.  (e, f) SEM images of fabricated Lorentz-thermal cantilevers.  
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5.3 Cantilever Characterization 
The mechanical properties of the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers were characterized using a 
commercial AFM while the electro-thermal properties were characterized using a Raman 
spectroscope[34]. The Lorentz A cantilever has an approximate resonance frequency of 105 kHz 
and stiffness of 1.35 N/m while the Lorentz B cantilever has an approximate resonance 
frequency of 108 kHz and stiffness of 1.71 N/m. Figure 5.5 shows the electrical and thermal 
properties of the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers. The Lorentz A cantilever has a higher resistance 
(1.4 kΩ to 4.7 kΩ) than the Lorentz B cantilever (0.18 kΩ to 0.32 kΩ). A maximum current of 
1.3 mA flows through the Lorentz A cantilever, while the current through the Lorentz B 
cantilever continuously rises with voltage.  Although both cantilevers can self-heat beyond 600 
°C, the Lorentz B cantilever requires more power to reach the same temperature than the Lorentz 
A cantilever. The experimental and simulation results may differ because the model assumed that 
the dopant concentration is constant while it actually varied over the cantilever thickness. 
Furthermore, the thickness of the cantilevers varies slightly due to fabrication imperfections. 
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Figure 5.5: Electrical and thermal characterization of the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers. (a) 
Cantilever current and resistance as functions of DC heating voltage. The Lorentz B cantilever 
allows for larger currents than the Lorentz A cantilever, due to its lower electrical resistance.  (b) 
Measured cantilever power and electrical resistance as functions of heater temperature. Both 
cantilevers can self-heat beyond 600 °C.   
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The cantilever mechanical response to actuation via Lorentz force and the conventional 
piezoelectric actuator was measured for the Lorentz-thermal and Legacy cantilevers[10, 11]. The 
cantilevers were positioned at the at the edge of a vertically oriented NdFeB cube magnet, as 
shown in Figure 5.1, where the magnetic field is the strongest[10]. The cantilevers were operated 
Table 5.1: Comparison of cantilever characteristics and performance for the Legacy and 
Lorentz-thermal cantilevers  
 
 
Legacy Lorentz A Lorentz B 
Cantilever Design    
Cantilever Length (µm) 167 142 130 
Leg width (µm) 20 15 15 
Thickness (µm) 1 1.5 1.5 
Distance between legs (µm) 20 50 50 
Heater area (µm2) 137 150 102 
Tip height (µm) 1 1 1 
Tip apex radius (nm) 10 10 10 
Cantilever Characteristics    
Electrical resistance (kΩ) 2.2 1.3 0.17 
Peak recorded current (mA) 1.1 1.3 >10 
Resonance Frequency (kHz) 64 105 108 
Stiffness (N/m) 0.53  1.35 1.71 
Mechanical Performance    
Peak amplitude (µm) 1.373 2.128 > 2.779 
Peak force (µN) 0.725 2.874 > 5.309 
Amplitude improvement over Legacy 1 1.55 > 2.03 
Force improvement over Legacy 1 3.96 > 7.32 
Temperature rise per amplitude rise (°C/nm) 1.25 1.5 0.15 
Thermal Topography Imaging Performance    
Peak sensitivity (mV/nm) 0.41 0.53 0.54 
Best resolution with 34 Hz filter (nm) 0.63 0.28 0.36 
Best resolution with 8 kHz filter (nm) 17.99 2.43 5.41 
Highest imaging speed (µm/sec) 50 150 150 
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in series with a 47 kΩ sense resistor to ensure that the sinusoidal input voltage from the function 
generator translated to a nearly-pure sinusoidal current signal[10]. The function generator 
supplied the voltage to the piezoelectric actuator or the cantilever heating circuit from 100 Hz to 
1 MHz and the AFM recorded the cantilever oscillation amplitude. Figure 5.6 compares the 
cantilever mechanical response to Lorentz force and piezoelectric actuation. In all cantilevers, 
the Lorentz force actuation shows sharp peaks with minimal noise since the force is applied 
exclusively at the cantilever free-end. Piezoelectric cantilever actuation shows numerous 
parasitic peaks which arise from resonances in the piezoelectric actuator and the intermediate 
components between the actuator and the cantilever like the cantilever chip and cantilever 
holder.   
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Figure 5.6: Cantilever oscillation amplitudes as functions of excitation frequency for Lorentz 
force and piezoelectric cantilever actuation. The Lorentz force actuation shows sharp peaks and 
minimal noise while piezoelectric actuation shows several spurious resonances. 
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The cantilever response to periodic current was measured by exciting Lorentz-thermal 
and Legacy cantilevers with increasing periodic current at their resonance frequency. Figure 5.7 
shows the oscillation amplitude, Lorentz force, and the time averaged heater temperature as 
functions of the periodic current and Table 1 summarizes the cantilever mechanical performance. 
Increasing periodic current resulted in increased self-heating and Lorentz force, which in turn 
increased the oscillation amplitude. The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers generated 4-7X larger 
Lorentz forces and 1.5 – 2X larger oscillation amplitudes compared to the Legacy cantilevers. 
While the other cantilevers achieve 0.5 - 1.25 µm amplitudes before heater temperatures rise 
beyond 50 °C, the Lorentz B cantilever self-heats only to 44 °C while oscillating with 2.78 µm 
amplitude. Thus the Lorentz B cantilever can independently control the actuation force (with AC 
voltage) and heater temperature (with DC voltage), and this ability is critical for making 
temperature dependent nanomechanical measurements. Since the mechanical time constant of 
the cantilevers (9-15 µsec) are smaller than the cantilever thermal time constant (100 µsec), the 
cantilever temperature oscillation is typically less than 3 °C[10]. The Lorentz B cantilever can 
oscillate at larger amplitudes and generate larger Lorentz forces than those reported in Figure 
5.7. However, the cantilever bending becomes increasingly non-linear and it is challenging to 
accurately measure the amplitude. 
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Figure 5.7: Thermal and mechanical response of Lorentz and Legacy cantilevers to periodic 
current at the cantilever resonance frequency. (a) Cantilever oscillation amplitude (b) Lorentz 
force and (c) average heater temperature as functions of periodic current. (c) Oscillation 
amplitude as a function of heater temperature. The Lorentz B cantilever self-heats to only 44 °C 
while oscillating with 2.78 µm amplitude. 
 
5.4 Application to Thermal Topography imaging 
Figure 5.8(a) shows the experimental setup used for Lorentz-thermal cantilever operation. 
The cantilever was operated in a balanced Wheatstone bridge. A function generator supplied an 
AC voltage, for Lorentz force oscillation, with a DC offset to supplement self-heating to the 
circuit. The bridge voltage was amplified 100 times by a differential amplifier chip and then 
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passed through a 4th order active low-pass filter which attenuated the AC actuation voltage. The 
filtered signal was supplied to the AFM controller as the thermal topography signal. The cut-off 
frequency of the low-pass filter was less than the frequency of the actuation signal. Figure 5.8(b) 
shows that the filter would attenuate the high frequency actuation signal of Lorentz-thermal 
cantilevers (105 – 110 kHz) more effectively than that of the Legacy cantilevers (45 – 70 kHz). 
A lower filter frequency results in more effective attenuation of the actuation signal at the cost of 
scanning speed compared to a higher filter frequency.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Schematic of the experimental setup used for Lorentz force actuation and thermal 
topography imaging. (a) A function generator supplied an AC voltage for Lorentz force 
oscillation with a DC voltage to supplement cantilever self-heating, to the circuit. The bridge 
voltage is amplified, filtered to attenuate the actuation signal, to obtain the thermal topography 
signal. (b) Bode plot of the low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 8 kHz. The filter attenuates 
the actuation signal more for the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers which are operated at higher 
frequencies than the Legacy cantilever. 
 
To demonstrate thermal topography sensing and Lorentz force actuated tapping-mode 
imaging, the Lorentz-thermal and Legacy cantilevers scanned a silicon substrate with 100 nm tall 
rectangular gratings. The cantilever and the substrate were positioned at the edge of the 
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permanent magnet as shown in Figure 5.1. The function generator stepped the cantilever 
temperature by increasing the DC voltage and set the AC voltage such that the cantilever 
oscillated with 125 nm amplitude via Lorentz force actuation. The low-pass filter cut-off 
frequency was set to 34.5 Hz and the cantilever scanned the substrate at 1 µm/sec. Figure 5.9(a) 
shows a 3D thermal topography image of the substrate obtained from the Lorentz B cantilever. 
The Lorentz A and Legacy cantilevers produced similar results. Figure 5.9(b-c) show the thermal 
topography sensitivity, noise-limited vertical resolution of the Lorentz-thermal and Legacy 
cantilevers for a range of heater temperatures. The noise-limited vertical resolution is the 
smallest topography height that can be resolved in the thermal topography signal. Table 1 lists 
the best sensitivity and resolution for all three cantilevers. The sensitivity of all cantilevers 
increased with heater temperature. Due to its larger heater area, the Lorentz A cantilever shows 
higher sensitivity than the Legacy cantilever[36]. Since the Lorentz B cantilever has parallel 
electrical paths at the free-end, changes in the total cantilever resistance are small despite larger 
changes in the heater resistance. Thus, the Lorentz B cantilever has the smallest sensitivity 
despite larger currents flowing through the cantilever. The remnant actuation signal was the 
dominant noise source in the thermal topography signal for all cantilevers. The noise increased 
with heater temperature since the AC actuation voltage was increased to maintain constant 
oscillation amplitude. The noise-limited vertical resolution decreased with increasing heater 
temperature since the sensitivity rose more than the noise. The resolution of the Lorentz A 
cantilever was 0.28 nm, while that of Lorentz B cantilever was 0.36 nm, and that of the Legacy 
cantilever was 0.63 nm. These resolutions are an order of magnitude smaller than those reported 
for a similar Lorentz-thermal cantilever[11].  
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Figure 5.9: (a) 3D thermal topography image of a 100 nm tall silicon grating obtained using the 
Lorentz B cantilever. The cantilever scanned the substrate in tapping-mode via Lorentz force 
actuation and heater temperature was maintained at 500 °C. (b) Thermal topography sensitivity 
(c) and noise-limited vertical resolutions as functions of the heater temperature for the Legacy 
and Lorentz-thermal cantilevers. The sensitivity rises and the resolution shrinks with increasing 
temperature for all cantilevers. The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers achieve resolutions of ~ 0.3 nm 
while the Legacy cantilever achieves ~ 0.6 nm resolution. 
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To investigate the effectiveness of the cantilever design for high speed tapping mode imaging 
we scanned the Legacy and Lorentz-thermal cantilevers on the silicon grating at scan speeds 10 - 
300 µm/sec. Lorentz force oscillated the cantilevers and the cantilevers were heated to the 
temperatures that resulted in the smallest vertical resolution. A 4th order low-pass with 18 kHz 
cut-off frequency filtered the thermal topography signals. Figure 5.10 overlays the thermal 
topographies obtained at different scan speeds for the Legacy and Lorentz-thermal cantilevers.  
Owing to its low operation frequency (64 kHz), the Legacy cantilever could only scan at speeds 
up to 50 µm/sec before the vertical walls of the grating appeared noticeably sloped. The high 
frequency Lorentz A (108 kHz) and Lorentz B (105 kHz) cantilevers were capable of scan 
speeds up to 150 µm/sec before the grating sidewalls appeared noticeable slanted. The thermal 
topography signal was identical to the height signal measured by the laser-photodetector for all 
scan speeds in all cantilevers and the cantilever mechanical properties limited the scan speeds. 
Since the cut-off frequency of the filter was close to the operation frequency of the cantilevers, 
the thermal topographies of the Legacy cantilever shows higher noise than those of the Lorentz-
thermal cantilevers. Consequently, the vertical resolution of the Legacy cantilever (17.4 nm) is 
nearly 10X larger than that of the Lorentz B cantilever (1.8 nm) and 3.75X larger than that of the 
Lorentz A cantilever (4.65 nm).    
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Figure 5.10: Thermal topography line-scans of a 100nm tall silicon grating at different scan 
speeds. Lorentz force oscillated the cantilevers. The maximum scan speed up to which the 
thermal signal accurately represents the topography is 50 µm/sec for the Legacy cantilever and 
150 µm/sec for both Lorentz-thermal cantilevers.  
 
Lorentz force actuation is ideal for actuating cantilevers in liquid media since the actuation 
force is applied only to the cantilever free-end and not to the fluid body or other AFM 
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components. The Lorentz A cantilever was used to image a substrate in tapping-mode while 
being immersed in water. A droplet of deionized water was placed over a silicon substrate with 
100 nm tall gratings and the Lorentz A cantilever was immersed within the droplet. The 
cantilever was heated below 100 °C to prevent bubble formation. Lorentz force oscillated the 
cantilever at its damped resonance frequency of 37 kHz in water and a low-pass filter with 34.5 
Hz cut-off frequency filtered the thermal topography signal. The cantilever scanned the substrate 
at 1 µm/sec in tapping-mode AFM. Figure 5.11 shows the thermal topography image of the 
silicon grating. The thermal topography has a resolution of 14 nm. Since the cantilever is 
operated at a lower frequency in water, the actuation signal is attenuated less effectively thereby 
resulting in 10X larger resolution in water compared to operation in air. Similar results can be 
obtained using the Lorentz B cantilever. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of 
tapping mode operation via Lorentz force actuation and thermal topography imaging in a liquid 
medium. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Three dimensional thermal topography image of a 100 nm tall silicon grating. The 
Lorentz A cantilever was immersed in a de-ionized water droplet over the grating as it scanned 
the surface in tapping-mode via Lorentz force actuation.  
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5.5 Conclusion 
In summary, multifunctional cantilevers capable of Lorentz-force actuation and self-
heating were developed. The Lorentz B cantilever has novel electronic design that increases the 
cantilever current and Lorentz force compared to the state-of-art Legacy cantilever. Both 
Lorentz-thermal cantilevers generate large Lorentz forces (2.9 – 5.3 µN) and oscillation 
amplitudes (2.1 – 2.8 µm) compared to the Legacy cantilever (0.7 µN and 1.4 µm). The Lorentz-
thermal cantilevers demonstrated tapping-mode imaging via Lorentz force actuation and thermal 
topography sensing with vertical resolution smaller than 0.4 nm. The higher operating frequency 
of Lorentz-thermal cantilevers allows 3X faster imaging speeds than the Legacy cantilever. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This dissertation presents techniques to improve the precision and throughput of atomic 
force microscopy. Such improvements are made possible through an investigation of the working 
principle of thermal topography imaging and through the development of heated cantilever 
technology.  
A thorough understanding of the heat transfer between a heated AFM cantilever and the 
substrate is crucial for maximizing the performance of thermal metrology and manufacturing 
applications. The present work shows the experimental and numerical investigation of cantilever 
heat transfer to substrates having various geometries and materials. Thermal topography imaging 
only measures the topography height regardless of the thermal conductivities of the substrate. 
The lateral heat flow from the cantilever varies with the topography width, length, height, and 
causes the thermal topography to differ from the actual shape of the topography. The thermal 
topography can be corrected by subtracting the constant height signal from the constant force 
signal. Insights from this study can help predict cantilever heat transfer from future cantilevers 
and in other heated cantilever applications.  
Arrays of cantilevers with integrated topography sensors can greatly improve the 
measurement area and speed of AFM. However, arrays have remained mostly inaccessible due to 
the need for complex specialized array hardware. Closed-loop control of heated cantilever 
temperature can improve the thermal topography sensitivity [1] and the consistency in the 
dimensions of polymer nanostructures fabricated using heated cantilevers [2, 3]. However, the 
cantilever temperature has typically been controlled using software routines that cannot be scaled 
to large arrays of cantilevers. This dissertation demonstrates an analog circuit that controls 
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cantilever temperature in closed-loop feedback with accuracy < 2 K and precision < 0.1 K using 
integrated circuit chips rated at 1 MHz bandwidth. The autonomous, inexpensive, and high speed 
nature of the analog temperature control circuit enables this architecture to be scaled to large 
arrays of heated cantilevers.  
This dissertation reports the scalable integration of an array of 5 heated cantilevers into a 
commercial AFM system using only two custom hardware adapters, simple analog circuitry, and 
a commercial DAQ system. The array imaged a substrate in parallel without using the 
conventional laser-photodiode setup. The array imaged a 550 µm × 90 µm area at 1.1 mm/sec 
with 0.6 nm vertical resolution and at 4.0 mm/sec with 44 nm lateral resolution. To demonstrate 
the ability to fabricate, measure, and repair nanostructures, the array performed multiple 
iterations of thermomechanical lithography and thermal topography imaging where each 
cantilever fabricated unique nanostructures. The same array architecture can be applied to other 
heated cantilever applications [4] and the simplicity of this array architecture enables scaling to 
larger arrays to further improve the throughput of AFM [5-7].  
Heated cantilevers are limited in their ability to precisely control and measure tip-sample 
forces due to the parasitic resonances introduced by conventional piezoelectric actuators. While 
Lorentz force can eliminate parasitic resonances by actuating the cantilever exclusively at the 
free-end, existing heated cantilevers are not optimized for Lorentz force actuation. This 
dissertation describes the design and characterization of two heated cantilevers designed for 
Lorentz force actuation. The novel electrical design of the Lorentz B cantilever increases the 
cantilever current and Lorentz force while minimizing the heater temperature rise per rise in 
oscillation amplitude. Both Lorentz-thermal cantilevers generated considerably higher Lorentz 
forces (2.9 – 5.3 µN) and oscillation amplitudes (2.1 – 2.8 µm) compared to the Legacy 
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cantilever (0.7 µN and 1.4 µm). Both Lorentz-thermal cantilevers were capable of tapping-mode 
imaging via Lorentz force actuation and thermal topography sensing. The higher resonance 
frequency of the Lorentz-thermal cantilevers enabled smaller thermal topography resolution and 
faster imaging speeds than the Legacy cantilever. Lorentz-thermal cantilevers enable the 
combination of self-heating with established dynamic AFM techniques [8] to study the 
temperature dependence of material properties [9, 10].  
 
6.1 Future Work 
6.1.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms in Thermal Topography Imaging  
The numerical model developed in this dissertation accurately predicts the thermal 
topography of a substrate at the cost of lengthy simulations. A semi analytical model could be 
developed that uses 3D shape factors, derived from the current model, in conjunction with the 
principle of superposition to rapidly predict the thermal topography profile. Furthermore, 
numerical deconvolution techniques could be used to enhance the topography correction scheme 
or predict the thermal topography using only the constant height signal [11, 12]. The model 
presented in this thesis could be further developed to study the cantilever-substrate heat transfer 
in the frequency domain [13, 14]. Such a study could provide greater insight about the 
cantilever-substrate heat transfer or thermal properties of the substrate. The thermal topography 
signal typically shows sharp artifacts at the vertical edges of topography features due to a steady-
state heat transfer phenomenon [15]. A more sophisticated numerical model that accounts for the 
short range heat transfer between tip and the topography features may reveal the source of the 
these artifacts. A cantilever with two heater-thermometers could be developed that could 
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simultaneously measure the constant height and constant force thermal signals [16]. The first 
heater could be incorporated above the tip on a paddle structure while the second heater could be 
positioned on the main cantilever frame. When the cantilever base scans the substrate at a 
constant height, the first heater would measure the constant force signal as the tip tracked the 
surface while the second heater would measure the constant height signal.  
6.1.2 Parallel Thermal Topography Imaging and Nanolithography 
Some of the current limitations of parallel thermal topography imaging are the data 
acquisition and processing. The analog temperature control circuitry could be implemented in 
printed circuit boards with low-noise amplifier and multiplier chips. Real-time signal processing 
routines combined with improved synchronization between the thermal topography data 
acquisition and the scan position could enable real-time visualization of the thermal topography 
data. Such a setup could be scaled more easily to larger arrays.  
Heated cantilevers can be operated over a large temperature range, up to 1000 ˚C, which 
enables several applications in metrology and manufacturing [17, 18]. The same array integration 
architecture can also be used to fabricate nanometer scale mechanical and electrical devices via 
thermochemical nanolithography (TCNL) [4, 19-21] and thermal Dip Pen Nanolithography 
(tDPN) [2, 22, 23], and rapidly measure material properties via local thermal analysis (LTA) [24, 
25].  
6.1.3 Lorentz-Thermal Cantilevers 
The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers can be applied to many applications besides thermal 
topography imaging in tapping-mode.  The Lorentz-thermal cantilevers are ideal for temperature 
dependent nanomechanical studies via techniques such as Lorentz contact resonance (LCR) [26, 
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27] which require precise, independent control of tip-sample force and cantilever temperature. 
Lorentz-thermal cantilevers are also ideally suited for operation in liquid media since Lorentz 
force only actuates the cantilever and not the entire fluid cell. Hotplate microcantilevers based on 
the Lorentz B cantilever can improve the measurement precision for  thermogravimetry 
applications, via precise cantilever actuation [28]. Since Lorentz force actuation and thermal 
topography sensing are scalable, an array of Lorentz-thermal cantilevers can be used to measure 
topography in parallel [29].  
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APPENDIX A: LORENTZ-THERMAL CANTILEVER DESIGN 
AND CHARACTERIZATION 
  
1. Cantilever Design 
 
We studied the effect of various design parameters on the electro-thermal properties and 
thermal nanoimaging performance of Lorentz B cantilevers. One key metrics for the 
performance of thermal nanoimaging is the thermal topography sensitivity, which is the change 
in cantilever voltage per nanometer vertical displacement of the cantilever. The finite element 
model developed in figure 5.2 now included a silicon substrate having 100 nm tall and 2 µm 
wide silicon grating strips below the cantilever. The base of the cantilever legs and the walls of 
the air and substrate blocks were held at room temperature. The model supplied constant bias 
across the circuit to heat the cantilever to 300 °C. We recorded the voltage across the cantilever 
when the cantilever was on top and on the bottom of the gratings from the steady state solution 
of the joule-heating model and calculated the thermal topography sensitivity. We altered the 
dimensions of the heater and Lorentz path to vary the heater resistance while maintaining 
constant heater area and constant resistance along the Lorentz path.  
Figure A.1(a) shows the effect of heater resistance on the topography sensitivity and the 
current through the heater, Lorentz-path, and the total current. The current through the Lorentz-
path increased at the cost of the heater current and the total cantilever current remained constant 
as the heater resistance increased. The thermal topography sensitivity decreased with increasing 
heater resistance since the sensitivity is proportional to the heater current. However, we note that 
cantilever geometries with heater resistances below 1 kΩ would be challenging to fabricate and 
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operate in a commercial AFM. Furthermore, the predicted sensitivity of the simplified Lorentz B 
cantilevers is comparable to the state-of-art (Legacy) heated cantilevers [2]. We altered the 
geometry of the heater and Lorentz-path to increase the heater area while holding the resistance 
of the heater (~ 1 kΩ) and the Lorentz-path constant. Figure A.1(b) shows the effect of heater 
area on the topography sensitivity and the current through the heater, Lorentz-path, and the total 
current. The total cantilever current and the sensitivity increased marginally with increasing 
heater area. Finally, we varied the doping concentration of the heater without changing the 
cantilever geometry. Figure A.1(d-e)  show the effect of heater doping concentration on the 
heater resistance, topography sensitivity and the current through the heater, Lorentz-path, and the 
total current. The cantilever resistance decreases rapidly with increasing heater dopant 
concentration due to increased number of current carriers in the heater. Consequently, the heater 
current increases at the cost of current through the Lorentz path causing the total current to rise 
with increasing heater dopant concentration. Furthermore, as the resistance of the heater becomes 
comparable with the Lorentz path, the joule-heating is no longer localized to the cantilever free-
end. The sensitivity rises marginally due to increased heater current although the temperature 
coefficient of resistance of the heater decreases with increasing heater doping concentration. 
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Figure A.1: Effect of design parameters on the electrical and thermal nanoimaging performance 
of Lorentz B cantilevers. Effects of (a) heater resistance and (b) heater area on the thermal 
topography sensitivity, total cantilever current and current through the heater, Lorentz-path.  (c-
d) Effect of heater doping concentration on the heater resistance, total cantilever current, current, 
current through the heater, Lorentz-path, and thermal topography sensitivity.  
 
 
2. Cantilever Characterization 
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Figure A.2 shows that when a purely periodic voltage is supplied, the cantilevers do not 
self-heat beyond 40 °C for small oscillation amplitudes (100 – 200 nm) that are typically used 
for tapping mode imaging.  A DC offset can be applied to the AC voltage to supplement the 
cantilever steady state heating to high temperatures (100 – 600 °C) that typical for thermal 
nanoimaging. A function generator supplied a fixed AC voltage to oscillate the cantilevers to 250 
nm via Lorentz force actuation while the DC voltage was stepped. Figure A1.2 shows the 
cantilever resistance, periodic current and amplitude as functions of the DC voltage. The 
cantilever response is indifferent to the polarity of the DC bias since the cantilevers are 
electrically symmetric. Increasing the DC voltage raises the cantilever temperature which 
increases the cantilever resistance in all cantilevers. The rise in resistance decreases periodic 
current, since the AC voltage is constant, which in turn lowers the oscillation amplitude. Thus, 
when increasing the cantilever temperature via DC heating, the AC voltage also must be 
increased to maintain constant oscillation amplitude. 
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Figure A.2: Cantilever response to the DC heating and Lorentz force oscillation. We applied a 
constant AC voltage and varied the DC offset. (a) Cantilever resistance, (b) periodic current, and 
(c) oscillation amplitude as functions of DC offset voltage.   
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